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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Mary Elizabeth Braddon, born on October 4, 1835, at number 2 Frith Street, 

Soho Square, lived until February 4, 1915. During her long lifetime of eighty years, she 

wrote prolifically. Estimates of the number of novels which she wrote vary from 

seventy-seven (Devonshire 1) to more than eighty (Wolff Sensational 7). The latest 

Braddon novel became a fixture in many English households. Arnold Bennett wrote of 

her in 1901, "She is a part of England. She has woven herself into it; without her it would 

be different" (25). Noting her popularity, he stated that "there are thousands of tolerably 

educated English people who have never heard of Meredith, Hardy, Ibsen, Maeterlinck, 

Kipling, Barrie, Crockett; but you would travel far before you reached the zone where the 

name of Braddon failed of recognition" (24-25). Her biographer Robert Wolff noted: 

She was known not only--as Arnold Bennett 
wrote--throughout the English-speaking world, 
to people who knew not Hardy or Barrie, but also 
to Hardy and Barrie themselves, both of whom-
like Dickens and Thackeray, Bulwer and Reade, 
Stevenson, Tennyson, Henry James, and George 
Moore, Ford Madox Ford, and Bennett himself-
esteemed her novels highly. (15) 

And, indeed, this was true. Robert Louis Stevenson wrote to Braddon in 1894 from 

Samoa, praising her work and declaring that he wished "my days to be bound each to 

each by Miss Braddon's novels" (Wolff Sensational 9). George Moore, in his 

Confessions in 1886, remembered his parents discussing Lady Audley's Secret and The 

Doctor's Wife. In 1868, Tennyson commented to a friend, "Do you know that I am 

simply steeped in Miss Braddon? I'm reading every book she ever wrote" (377). Henry 

James, writing to Bradd on in 1911, called her "a magnificent benefactress to the literary 

estate" (qtd. in Wolff Sensational11). So Braddon was obviously popular with not only 

the English "philistines," but also with the writers of renown, some of whom, like Moore, 

later borrowed from her work. And yet, as Wolff noted cryptically, "although she had 

myriads of readers, nobody ever appears to have read her" (Sensational 14). 

Some of the reasons for her immense popularity during her lifetime and her 

subsequent decline can be discerned with a study of her work. Such a study will also 

reveal why the last fifteen years have seen a revival of interest in Braddon's canon. In 
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1979, Robert Wolff summarized her writings and blended them with a study of her life in 

his definitive biography entitled Sensational Victorian: The Life and Fiction of Mary 

Elizabeth Braddon. Christine Devonshire explored Braddon's early work in a 1990 

dissertation entitled "M.E. Braddon's Early Fiction (1860-1868)." Various other recent 

critics have explored her novel Vixen (Casey 72-82) and the connections between 

Braddon's novels and other nineteenth century authors, including George Eliot and 

George Moore. None has analyzed what Wolff called her "masterpiece," a book written 

in 1884 entitled Ishmael, which will be the focus of this study as a pivotal novel in 

Braddon's writing career, a bridge between her early "Victorian" period and her later 

"Georgian" works. 

No introduction to Braddon's work would be complete or meaningful without 

some biographical background. While one should not read too much into the novels from 

the author's own life, some knowledge of this author's life is essential to any worthwhile 

analysis of her discourse. For she wrote primarily about what she knew, or what she read 

in books colored by what she knew. Even in 1865, Henry James recognized that the 

details in Braddon's books intimated that she had "been there ... She knows much that 

ladies are not accustomed to know, but that they are apparently very glad to learn" 

("Miss" 593). Margaret Oliphant also implied that Braddon associated herself with her 

writing. She noted that perhaps the author "might not be aware how young women of 

good blood and good training feel," insinuating that the young creator of Lady Audley 

and Aurora Floyd came from and frequented the same sordid haunts that these two 

fictional characters did. Even Elaine Showalter recognized in a recent article the 

connection between the author and her work. She posited, "Yet Lady Audley's 

unfeminine assertiveness must ultimately be defined as madness, not only to spare 

Braddon the unpleasant necessity of having to execute an attractive heroine with whom 

she identifies in many ways, [underlining mine] but also to spare the woman reader the 

guilt of identifying with a coldblooded killer" ("Desperate" 4). Robert Wolff similarly 

noted: 

Mary Elizabeth Braddon's adventures and the 
thousands of pages of fiction that she wrote 
illuminate each other. Neither is understandable 
without the other. Looked at together, they help 
us recreate the lost age of the Victorians and Edwardians 
as a time for a woman to be alive. (3) 

A quick scan of Braddon's early life reveals that she was the product of a broken 

home. When she was four years old, her father, for whom her mother had purchased a 
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partnership in a superior firm of solicitors, lost his job and left Mary and her mother, 

Fanny, and an older sister and brother to fend for themselves. In a memoir about her 

childhood written just before her death, Braddon remarked that her father was "a careless 

and happy-go-lucky gentleman" who was "nobody's enemy but his own" (qtd. in Wolff 

24). When Fanny Braddon died in 1868, her daughter found among her papers evidence 

incriminating her father in an illicit love affair. 

Braddon and her mother struggled to survive. In 1857, she changed her name to 

Mary Seyton and initiated a three-year stint on the stage, knowing that such a move 

"convulsed her family to the most distant cousin" (qtd. in Wolff 45), but convinced that 

she must work and support her mother somehow. 

In 1859 or 1860, Braddon met and fell in love with John Maxwell, a publisher 

with whom she began to communicate in March of that same year. Maxwell's first wife 

was permanently housed in a mental institution. When he and Braddon began to live 

together as husband and wife is not certain, but their first child, Gerald, was born on 

March 19, 1862. Subsequent to this event, the couple bore five more children, four of 

whom lived, all before they could legally become husband and wife. In 1864, in an effort 

to quell rising gossip, Maxwell "let it slip" into the newspapers that he and Miss Braddon 

were married. Shortly after the announcement appeared in the Court Journal, the Sun, the 

Morning Advertiser, and Public Opinion, in January, 1864, however, the "real" Mrs. 

Maxwell's brother-in-law denied the report "in every paper that printed it" (Wolff 

Sensational 104 ), and insisted that the publisher's legal wife was still alive, implying that 

if the man had married a second time, the marriage was bigamous. From that moment 

until 1874, when the first Mrs. Maxwell died, and Braddon and Maxwell were legally 

married, the author was very cautious about discussing her legal status. In a letter to Sir 

Edward Bulwer-Lytton in October, 1867, she noted, "And now, dear Lord Lytton, I will 

sign myself by a name which I have for some time borne, but which for very powerful 

commercial reasons I have refrained from assuming in any public manner. . . . Ever 

faithfully yours, Mary Maxwell" (Wolff "Devoted" 145). 

Concurrent with her personal difficulties during this period in her life, Braddon 

underwent financial difficulties as well. How serious those difficulties were is the subject 

of a debate between Michael Sadleir in his chapter on Braddon, in a 1944 book entitled 

Things Past, and Wolffs biography. Sadleir believed that "for nearly ten years she must 

have borne an almost intolerable [financial] burden" (77), and he suggested that all her 

"desperate scribbling" during the years 1860-1870 "was forced on Mary Braddon by 

money needs of a wholly abnormal kind" (77). 



Braddon's letters to Bulwer during her early writing career did demonstrate an 

urgency about "production" which gave credence to Sadleir's thesis. In 1862, she wrote, 

"I know that my writing teems with errors, absurdities, contradictions, and 

inconsistancies [sic]; but I have never written a line that has not been written against 

time" (Wolff "Devoted" 10). Sadleir also presented evidence that indicted Maxwell, the 

"big burly florid-faced loud-spoken Irishman" (Wolff Sensational97), as at least partly 

responsible for Braddon's financial woes, and thus a part of the reason for her forced 

prolific output But Wolff maintained that although Braddon wrote abundantly, all her 

novels were successes, and by 1865, she had accumulated enough money to buy a house 

without ensuing financial bondage, thereby refuting Sadleir's "misinterpretation" of her 

remarks to Bulwer. 

In 1876, Braddon's life became the more traditional nineteenth-century picture of 

womanly domesticity, even though she continued to produce at least one novel per year. 

Secure financially, she and her husband traveled extensively with family until John 

Maxwell's death in 1895. Even after this time, she continued to visit family and friends 

until her health gradually worsened and she died in 1915. 

4 

A review of Braddon's work should begin with Lady Audley's Secret, published in 

1862, a book which brought its author "overnight success." The novel was coined 

"sensational" by English critics because it dealt, like Wilkie Collins' The Woman in 

White, published in that same year, with topics heretofore established by the Victorian 

patriarchy as "unacceptable" for the reading public. The mention of topics like bigamy 

and murder, and the insinuation that sometimes crime was the only path available to those 

who wanted upward mobility, subliminally suggested that some of the rules and 

institutions which the ruling fathers had established deserved criticism. The heroine of 

this novel had to live behind a "veil" which she established when she changed her name 

and her address. Lady Audley could then cross the social boundary lines drawn for her at 

birth without being ostracized as an "outcast." She established alternative "space" in 

which to exist, creating opportunities for herself not available to women or generic to 

others born, like her, into destitute circumstances. 

The new literary genre concentrated heavily on plot, not detailed characterization, 

as it bridged the gap between the "public" crime of Oliver Twist, published in 1838, and 

the "private" crime so intricately explored by Sherlock Holmes in the latter part of the 

century, borrowing the intrigue from eighteenth century gothic novel predecessors like 

Ann Radcliffe's The Mysteries of Udolpho, but transmuting the mystery from haunted 

castles into "everyday" surroundings. 
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The "sensational" novel created much ado in newspaper and magazine reviews, 

most of it unfavorable. Henry L. Mansel, later Dean of St. Paul's, proclaimed in a long 

article in the 1862 Quarterly Review that this new "sensation" novel usurped a "portion of 

the preacher's office" by "preaching to the nerves" and aimed at "excitement, and 

excitement alone" (482). He pinpointed some two dozen novels written between 1858 

and 1862 (with Lady Audley and its subsequent counterpart Aurora Floyd topping the 

list) as "indications of a wide-spread corruption, of which they are in part both the effect 

and the cause; called into existence to supply the cravings of a diseased appetite, and 

contributing themselves to foster the disease" (482-83). Mansel noted a "commercial 

atmosphere" floating "around the works of this class, redolent of the manufactory and the 

shop" (483). 

His scathing review was followed in 1865 by one from W. Fraser Rae, a journalist 

writing in the North British Review, who purported to review Miss Braddon's "sensation" 

novels (by this time she had published three more) from purely "literary" standards. He 

found her novels "untruthful," because in her books crime is "the business of life ... the 

end of man is to commit murder, and the highest merit to escape punishment. Women 

are born to attempt to commit murder, and to succeed in committing bigamy" (201). He 

concluded with a back-handed compliment to her writing, insinuating that while she 

penned stories similar to those of blood and lust written earlier and only welcomed by the 

"lowest in the social scale, as well as in mental capacity," she had elevated crime and 

made it palatable to all classes. "To Miss Braddon belongs the credit ... of having 

temporarily succeeded in making the literature of the Kitchen the favourite reading of the 

drawing room" (203-04). 

In 1867, Rae's review was postscripted by an anonymous one in Blackwood's. 

The writer of the article was later identified as Margaret Oliphant, a critic and writer 

herself. Her review attacked Braddon's books as "undiscussable" in open company 

because of their sordid subject matter, formerly by "tolerably unanimous consent" (257) 

omitted from English reading matter. Now, however, she bemoaned, lurid topics (sex, 

bigamy, murder) had taken "permanent possession" of all the "lower strata of our 

literature" (258): 

Now it is no knight of romance riding down the 
forest glades, ready for the defence and succour 
of all the oppressed, for whom the dreaming 
maiden waits. She waits now for flesh and muscles, 
for strong arms that seize her, and warm breath that 
thrills her through, and a host of other 



physical attractions, which she indicates to the 
world with a charming frankness. (259) 

Although seventeen of the nineteen novels of this period can be called 

"sensational," Braddon experimented in the other two books with very different subjects 

and techniques. Braddon "founded" The Doctor's Wife, published in 1864, "on Madame 

Boyazy, the style of which struck me immensely in spite of its hideous immorality" 

(Wolff "Devoted" 22-23). She intended it "as an anglified Bovazy, a novel of character 

rather than a novel of sensation, although there was murder in it" (Wolff Sensational 

162). The influence of French novels manifested itself early. 
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In 1866, Braddon devoted what was for her much time (an entire year) to the 

creation of what Wolff called "her frrst purely social novel" (169). Entitled The Lady's 

Mile, the book dealt almost exclusively with the subject of marriage. The book revolved 

around three separate "love" stories and subsequent marriages, and was Braddon's boldest 

early attempt to investigate this patriarchal institution. It not only pictured marriage, but 

it also compared the woman's place in it to her designated role in society. One of the 

more astute male observers in the novel commented: 

Don't rail against the women, my dear Philip; 
the women are--what men make them. . . . The 
lives of the women of the present day are like this 
drive they call the Lady's Mile. They go as far 
as they can, and then go back again. See how 
mechanically the horses wheel when they reach the 
prescribed turning point. If they went any farther, 
I suppose they would be lost. ... (17) 

This book was an in-depth, overt exploration of love and marriage in nineteenth-century 

England, a theme to which Braddon would return time and time again. 

After a writing hiatus of more than three years, Bradd on returned to authorship 

with a slightly different focus. In 1876, she published Joshua Haggards' Daughter, a 

novel threatening the sanctity of the family with a worse crime than bigamy, focusing 

instead on an almost incestuous relationship between a father and his daughter. This 

daring exploration typified what Braddon felt finally at liberty to do in the decade 

following her initial notoriety. That is, she explored during this period what Wolff 

described as "radical" subjects. Braddon gave vent to some venomous social satire, 

indicting the rich and applauding the poor. With The Cloven Foot and The Golden Calf, 

she experimented with the subjects of prostitution and alcoholism, in the latter novel 
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conveying a convincing portrayal of a confirmed alcoholic who suffered delirium tremens 

and eventually died. 

The culmination of the decade produced Ishmael. The author seemed to fuse in 

this novel everything which had shaped her vast body of writing knowledge thus far, 

creating a colorful menage of character, plot, and scenery. Although the book showed 

more attention to detail and character than previous work, still what made and makes 

Ishmael worthy of study are its residual "sensational" elements: the use of the "veiled" 

character to create alternative space for Braddon's inhibited Victorian audience, the 

subversive undermining of patriarchal institutions, and the questioning of the restrictions 

imposed by the British "fathers" upon their daughters. This thematic ideology supports 

Devonshire's thesis regarding Braddon's focus in her early work: that is, that she "was 

consistently much more concerned with patriarchal authority in all its manifestations and 

especially with daughters' relations to this" (10). 

Ironically, even though this novel more openly confronted and criticized the 

"establishment," its reviews were not nearly as spirited as those following the publication 

of Lady Audley's Secret. An article in The Spectator in September, 1884, labeled the 

book as "not, we think, the most attractive of Miss Braddon's later novels" although "it is 

by far the cleverest of them" ("Miss" 1274). Arnold Bennett, who was complimentary of 

Braddon's first novel, found this book "good," but "scarcely Braddon" (29). 

I disagree. I want to explore in this thesis why Ishmael was and is the 

consummate Braddon. Even with artistic flaws, the novel evinces what Braddon "does 

best." It rejects power imbalance at all levels, whether governmental or familial, and by 

implication, then, the wisdom of the "father," who is responsible for the inequity. It 

accomplishes this goal subtly, never alienating its audience, using Braddon's favorite 

authorial strategy, characters with "secrets" or "masks." As it dissects reasons for 

marriage and divorce, it critiques a society with antiquated laws which promote power 

struggles while it concomitantly criticizes individuals within that society who are 

unwilling to compromise. Finally, Ishmael introduces the methodology of an author 

ostracized as immoral by British patriarchy and thus defies the judgment of that authority. 

If, as Northrop Frye suggests, the "ultimate source" of a literary work is not so 

much the individual creator of it as the "social situation from which he springs" (Critical 

18), then Ishmael's genesis can be directly correlated with the Victorian society which 

indoctrinated Mary Elizabeth Braddon and her perceptions of that process, which must 

have been at times painful. Braddon could not then have been considered a physically 

beautiful woman. A portrait of her painted by W.P. Frith in 1865 highlighted her small 
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mouth, undefined chin line, plump cheeks, and nondescript eyes. Robert Wolff 

commented that "though standing in repose and not in the least pretty, or even handsome, 

she is buxom, healthy, tense with energy" (Wolff Sensational 1). She remained aware of 

her physical flaws. In a letter to Bulwer in May, 1863, in which she enclosed a picture of 

herself, she commented, "I hope it will not horrify you!" (Wolff "Devoted" 131). Her 

choice of professions, first actress and then author, also reinforced her insecurities. In 

almost every letter she wrote to her mentor, she commented upon her inadequacies and 

how "I shall try very hard to please you this time" (Wolff "Devoted" 135). She even 

called her letters "stupid" and criticized her language structure in the letters themselves, 

finding "dreadful English in [her] sentence" (Wolff "Devoted" 132). 

This woman who was deserted by her father at age four never really "fit" in a 

patriarchal society which valued physical beauty in women like those found in Rossetti's 

paintings and a culture which insisted that all females should learn to sew and manage the 

affairs of a traditional home, one where father and mother were legally united. In 

Braddon's initial encounter with a male authority, her father, she perceived herself a 

failure. In her later encounters with other "fatherly" representatives--Maxwell and 

Bulwer--she also felt that she failed, never producing either quantity or quality sufficient 

to satisfy. Only after fourteen years of living outside this society's moral strictures 

concerning marriage was she able to reconcile those differences. In short, Mary 

Elizabeth Braddon felt herself an "outcast" from the male-dominated community in 

which she had grown up. The tension she felt in this status is reflected in all of her 

books, and manifests itself even in the title of her 1884 "masterpiece" Ishmael. 



CHAPTER II 

THE OUTCAST: LIVING 

BEHIND THE VEIL 

When he is seventeen years old, Sebastien Caradec renounces the patriarchal 

tradition which gives him his name and even discards the name itself. 

I am an outcast in my father's house as 
Ishmael was in the house of Abraham ... 
and I should be happier and better in the 
wilderness of the outside world. I should 
have turned my back upon Pen-Hoel before 
now .... (179) 

When he denounces his patriarchal lineage and takes the new name Ishmael Ishmael, he 

joins a select and ever-enlarging matriarchal hierarchy--the fictional family of female 

outcasts created by Mary Elizabeth Braddon. He is able to accomplish this even though 

his gender apparently forbids it. 

That Ishmael truly belongs to this heterogeneous group of rejected individuals 

becomes apparent immediately, for he manifests numerous characteristics common to the 

assemblage. All are orphaned of their mothers, and they retain only reprobate fathers as 

role models. As seekers of the truth, the outcasts' thirst for knowledge cannot be satiated. 

They are passionate people, with fiery dispositions and explosive tempers. Offsetting this 

destructive passion is a philanthropic urge, making these renegades and rejects finally 

appear as humanitarians interested primarily in helping others. To arm them in their 

defiance of their fathers and in their attempts to better an imperfect world, Braddon 

equips her outcasts with an indefatigable strength, enabling them to achieve their goals. 

When Braddon's protagonists renounce their "fathers," they place themselves 

outside the bounds of the patriarchal hegemony into which they are born. The liberties 

inherent in such a rejection of authority quickly become evident. The boundary lines 

between classes disappear, and mobility not available within the system quickly 

manifests itself. Family inviolability is subverted, as the "outcast" invades the stronghold 

of the "father," the family, under false pretenses. In the case of a male, he may become a 

"father" himself under false pretenses. Repressed passionate fantasies (sexuaUviolent) 

can be expressed openly without fear of recrimination from the male authority. 

9 
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For the outcast Ishmael to maintain his chosen path outside society's boundaries, 

he must wear a "veil" to mask his true self, thus allowing him to project the picture of 

himself which he wishes others to see. He carries the "secret" of his veiled existence 

within him. In this respect, he is no different from Lady Audley, Braddon's first heroine, 

who also hides behind her "secret." In fact, while Ishmael is not touted as a "sensational" 

novel like Lady Audley's Secret. the "veiled" image is the dominant one in both texts. 

Ishmael, however, can assume a "veil" which Lady Audley can not; for his "male" 

aristocratic self hides a persona which resembles Braddon's typically "female" prototypes. 

This hero, then, serves two functions for Braddon. He can criticize and speculate with a 

male gaze while inwardly housing a female alter-ego, at once "being" a representative of 

the patriarchy and simultaneously undercutting it. In his "veiled" role, as a protester of an 

imbalance of power, he fights to overthrow the reigning "father" of his homeland, Louis 

Napoleon. When his role is "unveiled," he wields power himself as husband to 

Paquerette, and faces the consequences of his own unjust authoritative actions, as 

Braddon seeks to equalize the imbalance of power in all relationships and to correct any 

unrealistic expectations which would imply subservience. While Ishmael can don the 

"veiled" persona at will, however, his antagonist cannot. Paquerette is forced always to 

live marginalized behind it, never knowing who her father is and searching continually 

for alternative space in which to exist. 

Similarities Between Ishmael and 
Braddon's Women 

Several characteristics tie Ishmael to the women outcasts whom Braddon created 

both before and after him. He finds himself orphaned of his mother early in his life. In a 

novel published more than twenty years earlier, Lady Audley suffers similarly because of 

her abandoned status. Her mother has been "buried alive" in an institution for the insane 

from her child's birth. Aurora Floyd loses her mother before she is one year old, while 

her father "Archibald Floyd ... held a baby-daughter in his arms" (Aurora 27). In that 

same novel, Aurora's maternal grandmother has died when Eliza Floyd (Aurora's mother) 

is four years old. Margaret Wentworth, the daughter of the man who would eventually 

impersonate Henry Dunbar, also loses her mother at an early age. She has "no mother, 

and she had not even the memory of her mother, who had died seventeen years before, 

leaving an only child of twelve months old for James Wentworth to keep" (Henry 30). 

Florence Crawford, one of the protagonists of The Lady's Mile, has been reared by her 

father and her Aunt Jane. The list of orphaned Braddon women grows longer even in the 
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publications after Ishmael. Eve Marchant, the female protagonist in The Venetians, 

published in 1892, is "motherless" (67), and Antonia Thornton, in The Infidel, published 

nineteen years later, has no memory of her mother or knowledge of her matriarchal 

heritage. 

Many of these same women (and others) are, like Ishmael, treated unjustly by 

their reprobate fathers. Ishmael's father ignores him so obviously that he feels more 

comfortable eating with the servants. When he and his two younger half-brothers are in 

danger, "his own peril was ignored; he counted for nothing" (178). Later in his life, his 

father issues an "ultimatum": in exchange for his consent to Ishmael's marriage, Raymond 

Caradec demands his son's renunciation of any claim to his "father's" estate. But 

Raymond Caradec is not the first nor the last "bad" patriarch in Braddon's fiction. Lady 

Audley's father is an alcoholic; James Wentworth "sadly neglects" (Henry 31) his only 

child. Because Isabel Sleaford's father sees "very little" of his children at home, she 

"would have been rather glad if he had ill-used her" (Doctor's 57). Colonel Marchant 

neglects "his daughters, he never [goes] to church, and he [is] always in debt" (Venetians 

69), and Antonia's father lives off her writing and urges "her to accept degradation" 

(Infidel 1 00) by becoming a "kept" woman. 

Not only are family structural similarities noted between Ishmael and the 

"women" in Braddon's texts, but personality traits also mark this "outcast" as a "woman" 

behind a veil. Ishmael has a "passionate yearning for all kinds of knowledge" (115), and 

in this search he not only reads many books, but also listens to Malagasy folklore and the 

legends of his homeland, Brittany, where he knows of "fairies" and "haunted fountains," 

of "Christian miracles and pagan shrines" (1197). While he is not feminine in 

appearance, being "six feet two, with the limbs and carriage of an athlete" (194 ), he is a 

master craftsman with "not the hands of a stonemason" (198), but of a designer with "the 

eye and hand of the artist in stone or in iron" (1110). Braddon's woman, like Ishmael, 

have some education, even though many of them are poor. While they are not all as 

passionate about learning as Ishmael (and perhaps his creator), they are all bright enough 

to quote a little Shakespeare, or like Florence Crawford, to speak "French perfectly" and 

know a "little Italian, and have read the Promessi Sposi, and can quote little bits of Dante 

and Petrarch" (Lady's I 172). Lady Audley earns a living as a teacher; Aurora Floyd goes 

to school in France. Isabel Sleaford receives "that half-and-half education which is 

popular with the poorer middle classes." She leaves the Albany-Road seminary in her 

sixteenth year and sets "to work to educate herself by means of the nearest circulating 

library" (Doctor's I 54). All these women are imaginative enough to "weave" spells of 
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witchcraft, draw "magic circles," and initiate "spells" and "sorcery" (Lady's I 247). Many 

of them are also artists. Margaret Wentworth plays the piano and sings like a "lady bred 

and born" (Henry I 30), as does Mildred Greswold, who studies "the piano under the most 

approved masters" (Fatal Three 65). Antonia Thornton is a writer who reads Voltaire. 

A passion for learning is not the only "passion" which possesses Ishmael. He has 

an explosive temper, much like his father's. Raymond Caradec's rage has caused him to 

murder the friend who has stolen his wife away. Ishmael initially represses his impulsive 

urges, but even as a child, his rage lingers just below the surface, making him "sullen" 

and "moody," a "somewhat difficult subject" (I 8). As an adult, his rage overwhelms him. 

But the rage of destruction had taken hold of Ishmael. 
There were no bounds to his hatred of the man who 
had deceived and dishonored him. He kicked over 
the slender margueterie toilet-table .... He set his 
heel upon the mirror which had reflected that false 
face. He hurled over the fragile bonheur du 
jour. . . . When all was done he rushed from the 
room, leaving behind him a trail of shattered 
furniture, a confusion of ivory hairbrushes, broken 
perfume bottles, papers, books, neckties, opera hats, 
strewed over the Persian carpet. . . . (II 216) 

Ishmael's fictional predecessor, Aurora Floyd, possesses the same passion. 

Natalie Schroeder defines this "aggression" as a "way women exercise power" in 

Braddon sensation novels (94). When her servant, Steve "Softy" Hargraves, kicks her 

favorite dog, Aurora 

sprang upon him like a beautiful tigress, and 
catching the collar of his fustian jacket in her 
slight hands, rooted him to the spot upon which he 
stood. The grasp of those slender hands, convulsed by 
passion, was not to be easily shaken off. . . . Taller 
than the stable-man by a foot and a half, she towered 
above him, her cheeks white with rage, her eyes 
flashing with fury, her hat fallen off, and her black 
hair tumbling about her shoulders, sublime in her 
passion. . . . She ... rained a shower of blows upon 
his clumsy shoulders with her slender whip; a mere 
toy ... but stinging like a rod of flexible steel 
in that little hand. (I 273) 

The "passion" of the first of Braddon's "passionate women," Lady Audley, causes her to 

push her first husband down a well and to burn down a building around her antagonists; 

Margaret Wentworth's "passionate rebellion" causes her to harbor a felon. Both Lady 



Cecil Chudleigh (The Lady's Mile) and Isabel Sleaford (The Doctor's Wife) are goaded 

by their passionate natures to form illicit liaisons. 
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Guided more frequently not by their "passionate" natures, but by what John 

Ruskin would define as part of their "duty," Braddon's women very frequently manifest 

philanthropic tendencies. In his 1864lecture, "Of Queen's Gardens," in which Ruskin 

defines the Home as a "sacred place, a vestal temple, a temple of the hearth watched over 

by Household Gods" (48), he also intimates that women who do not address their 

responsibility to the outside world might pollute their Home, making the sanctuary a 

place of evil. He states that the wife should look for knowledge "outside of that little 

rose-colored wall, the wild grass, to the horizon" which is "torn up by the agony of men, 

and beat level by the drift of their life-blood" (65). Consequently, Braddon's women, like 

Aurora Floyd, love "nothing better than to ride from cottage to cottage, chatting with the 

simple villagers, and finding out their wants" (Aurora I 30). In like manner, Ishmael 

exhibits a concern for the poor, becoming "one of the foremost philanthropists of France" 

(III 10), founding a "refuge and school for indigent boys and girls" (Ill 111). 

Even though Braddon's "women" are a passionate and philanthropic group, their 

most consolidating feature remains their collective strength. And in this category, 

Ishmael excels. Because of his gender, he, of course, can supposedly manifest strength 

without fear of recrimination from a society which values this characteristic in its male 

population. So Ishmael can more openly resist his patriarchal progenitor and become the 

"master" of his fate. Ironically, however, while Ishmael can resist a patriarch who is 

physically his equal, his father, he has to adopt a position of subversive strength, just like 

Braddon's women, when pit against a more powerful patriarchy, the government of the 

country of France. In this respect, Ishmael mirrors Braddon's "strong" women who, 

when facing a patriarch more powerful than themselves, also use subversive tactics, doing 

whatever it takes to assure control over destiny, even if that means dishonesty or keeping 

secrets, as it often does. Lady Audley lies and willingly commits bigamy while Isabel 

Sleaford also falsifies the truth as she contemplates adultery. Florence Crawford 

intentionally marries for money, as does Ida Palliser (The Golden Calf). 

Ishmael: Veiled and Unveiled 

In this sense, then, Ishmael is a macrocosmic representation of Braddon's women, 

who symbolize individual subversive forces launched against the patriarchy and its 

institutions. Collectively, they become Ishmael, a "man" who would seek, initially at 

least, to overthrow the entire patriarchal system in favor of an egalitarian, communistic 



one which favors no one political power or group. Ishmael becomes a "manly" rebel, 

joining the working class of carpenters and bricklayers after denouncing his aristocratic 

patrilineal heritage. 

He went with the representatives of the Left in 
their championship of republican ideas, their dreams 
of an ideal republic--universal suffrage, universal 
enlightenment. He was a member of two republican 
societies; adored Victor Hugo; spoke on occasion, and 
was ... willing to shed his blood in support of his 
opinions. (I 216) 
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In order to control his destiny, Ishmael is forced to do what all Braddon women 

do. He wears a "veil." With his new name and his new attire (his workingman's blouse), 

Ishmael is able to discard his past and mold his future to his own desires, taking control 

of his own destiny, not dependent upon Fate or predestination. 

The veil has been, throughout history, a traditional sign of the woman's 

submission to man and her shame. Biblical allusion defines this tradition. In Saint Paul's 

letter to the Corinthians, he notes: 

But I want you to understand that the head of 
every man is Christ, the head of a woman is her 
husband, and the head of Christ is God. Any man 
who prays or prophesies with his head covered 
dishonors his head, but any woman who prays or 
prophesies with her head unveiled dishonors her 
head--it is the same as if her head were shaven. 
(I Corinthians 11: 3-5) 

Because a woman's head is associated with her body, it must be kept covered. One of the 

most renowned women behind a veil in the Bible is Salome, the dancing daughter of 

Herodias, who becomes, in the nineteenth century, for Flaubert, for the artist Gustave 

Moreau, and for the novelist Joris-Karl, the personification of male fantasies of feminine 

evil (Showalter Sexual 149). Offset against this image of the woman behind the veil is 

the Romantic one discussed by Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar in The Madwoman in the 

Attic. They posit that "the Romantic poet seeks the wisdom of a priest/bard to confront 

the presence of power " ( 469) and to "penetrate to the heavenly harmony behind the veil 

of mutability" ( 469) which separates the holy from the most holy, to lift the veil and 

glimpse the Truth. 

What the veil conceals has also long been a source of dread for males who seek to 

lift the screen. Gilbert and Gubar note "a long gothic tradition which embraces the veil as 
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a necessary concealer of grotesque revelations of sin and guilt, past crimes and suffering" 

(469). In addition, because of its mystery, they assert that the persona behind the veil is 

associated in male minds with that "repository of mysterious otherness" and becomes "the 

female muse" (471). 

Gilbert and Gubar's interpretation of George Eliot's short story, "The Lifted Veil," 

defines the story's hero, Latimer, as a "male" representation of the author herself. They 

note that Eliot's hero (that is, Eliot) finds the omniscient, all-seeing powers he discovers 

behind the veil to be only alienating (470). Gilbert and Gubar speculate that Eliot's 

nineteenth-century female writing counterparts, however, especially Louisa May Alcott 

and Mary Elizabeth Braddon, craft heroes and heroines whose omniscience behind the 

veil gives them exceptional insight and thus "a strategy for survival in a hostile, male

dominated world" (Gilbert 473). 

If we assume Gilbert and Gubar's interpretation of Eliot's strategy, that is, the 

projection of the feminine authorial persona through a male protagonist, for Braddon's 

novel Ishmael, then we can assume that this male protagonist, like her feminine heroes, 

has assumed a "veil" as a strategy for survival, and that he is a projection of Braddon 

herself. This assumption is not without foundation. Braddon, a contemporary of Eliot, 

was a great admirer of Eliot's work. In a letter which she wrote to Bulwer in 1866, 

Braddon praises Eliot's "realistic" writing as the only work in that genre which she cares 

to read, as Eliot seems to her "above all criticism" (Wolff "Devoted" 134). Eliot does not 

share the same fascination with Braddon's work. As Anthea Trodd notes, "Eliot was no 

admirer of Braddon and spoke wryly of the success of the queen of the sensation market" 

(123). But Braddon's texts are mentioned concomitantly with Eliot's in more than one 

critical discussion which dissects the influence that Braddon may have had on Eliot, 

particularly her later works. Sara Putzell, in a discussion of Daniel Deronda, notes the 

plot similarities between Eliot's work and Braddon's Strangers and Pilgrims. Eliot's debt 

to Braddon as a source for Middlemarch is similarly discussed by C. Heywood in a 1970 

article. So for Braddon to readily adopt features of Eliot's style (and vice versa) is not 

only a possible theory, but a plausible one. The fact that the two women are 

contemporaries writing in a nineteenth-century England under the same societal 

constraints also lends credence to this theory. And, as has already been noted, the 

similarities between Ishmael and Braddon's females are numerous. With this assumption, 

then, Ishmael becomes, like Lady Audley, what Elaine Showalter calls "a carefully 

controlled female fantasy, which Braddon understands and manipulates with minute 



exactitude" (Literature 163). Ishmael himself is the major "female" character, living 

behind the "veil" in order to survive. 
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Not only is the "veil" used as a strategy for survival for Ishmael in his fight 

against the patriarchy; it is also effectively employed to undercut and question the 

inviolability of his "family," which in this novel, is an extended family composed of 

(initially) the "Citizen King" and his royal heirs, and later Louis Napoleon's hegemony. 

Thomas Boyle believes that Lady Audley uses "deception" to infiltrate the family 

structure and then an animal passion/sexuality to undercut this institution (95). Ishmael 

deceives in order to infiltrate a lower social strata which then, in turn, uses animal 

passion/brute force to attempt to overthrow the ruling hierarchy. The confrontation scene 

between the liberals (among them Ishmael) who oppose Louis Napoleon and Napoleon's 

army on December 4, 1851, depicts this animal passion as similar to that pictured earlier 

in Ishmael's uncontrolled rage. 

It was horrible. They fought hand to hand, four 
hundred against fifty. They seized each other by 
the throat, by the hair. . . . A workman, pierced through 
the body, plucked the bayonet from his side and slew 
a soldier with the bloody point. In the thick darkness 
the stifling stench of gunpowder, the foes flung 
themselves against each other, and fought like demons 
in the pit of hell. (I 284) 

Even though Napoleon's soldiers win this skirmish, Braddon has effectively undermined 

their victory by describing the massacre of the "fifty" by the "four hundred." She adds an 

ironic touch by noting that after this "horrible" coup d'etat, "Paris in general woke with a 

smile, and sunned itself in the balmy atmosphere of halcyon days" (1286-87), secure in 

the knowledge that "the master of France," the ruling father (whether "good" or "bad") is 

reinstated. 

While "sensation" novels, according to Patrick Brantlinger's article entitled "What 

is 'Sensational' about the 'Sensational Novel'?," confine their voyeuristic, primal scene 

revelations to family circles, " and do not ordinarily address political issues (26), Ishmael 

does address political"Lefts" and "Rights." So perhaps the novel is not a "sensational" 

one in this distinction, but it uses as its main structural element the same "veiled" image 

which ultimately allows its hero to strip the veil from a Victorian respectability which 

prohibits discussion of topics such as those depicted above. In fact, according to Lionel 

Stevenson, the "sensation" novelists of whom Braddon is a front-runner pride themselves 

as "dedicated battlers for truth and for the demolition of taboos that prevented honest 
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talking about sex and about violence or brutality" (357). He does not include Braddon 

with Collins, Reade, and Ouida as those proud of this accomplishment, and, indeed, 

Braddon often expresses the desire in her letters to be able to escape this genre of fiction 

and become the more conventional British author. Still, all of her novels, even the later 

ones like Ishmael, whether branded "sensational" or not, retain elements of the 

subversive, or "veiled" nature which results from the loss of identity that Jonathan 

Loesberg maintains is central to the ideology of narrative form in sensation fiction ( 116). 

Ishmael's veiled status allows him to exist as an androgynous ideal and thus serves 

two purposes for Braddon. Through the "veiled" Ishmael she can question patriarchal 

authority. Through the "unveiled" Ishmael she can affirm this same authority which she 

questions. For while he assumes a subversive role with the macrocosmic patriarchal 

culture, with the microcosmic imitation (the family), he becomes father/ruler. His 

similarities to Louis Napoleon as "father" and all-powerful ruler are apparent. His wife 

tells him, "You are the master" (II 93). As Louis Napoleon's rule is finally overthrown, 

so is Ishmael's. In this text, imbalances of power are thus inevitably equalized. With this 

tactic, Braddon criticizes not the system so much as she questions the "bad" patriarch. 

Ishmael is an once subverter of the system and perpetuator of it. 

Braddon also employs Ishmael's male "unveiled" perspective to critique what she 

deems masculine "unrealistic" or naive expectations of domestic tranquillity. Ishmael 

expects Patmore's "angel in the house" when he marries. He asks her to be his "love and 

delight, the joy of all my days, the glory of my life" (II 92), while he, in turn, will 

"cherish" and "work for her" and in essence, control her life. Ishmael deceives himself 

into believing that these unrealistic demands are being met until one day he arrives home 

to find a letter from his wife which tells him how she can never be an "angel." She notes 

that she is "ungrateful, base, abominable" and that she mistook the earlier happiness she 

felt in his security for love. By allowing Ishmael to then "unmask" his "angel," Angela 

Trodd believes that "Braddon can discredit the ideal through the evidence of the sex 

which, she suggests, is most interested in endorsing it" (115). So Ishmael, who is initially 

infatuated with his wife because she is like "Cinderella" (I 164 ), is used by his creator to 

discredit ideals as well as power structures. 

Paquerette's Space Behind the Veil 

We cannot leave this analysis of the "veiled" image in Braddon's fiction without a 

short discussion of the female protagonist who works against Ishmael as a subversive 

force, the defrocked "angel." Her name is Paquerette, and she becomes in the "plot" the 
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wife who deserts her husband to form an illicit liaison with the decadent author Hector de 

Valnois. She is to Ishmael what Ishmael is to Louis Napoleon. The September, 1884, 

review of Ishmael in TheSpectator declares that "the author fails to excite strong 

sympathy for Paquerette," and indeed, "only brings her back to die in the midst of 

comfort and surrounded with ease out of sheer kindness of heart" ("Miss" 1274). 

Braddon does not seem to give her female protagonist the freedoms which she 

grants her male hero. Unlike Ishmael, Paquerette adopts a "veil" because she has no 

other alternative. Her mother runs away with a stranger and returns with her small 

daughter just before her death, never revealing to her parents who Paquerette's father is. 

But, even though Paquerette is raised by poverty-stricken grandparents in the slums of the 

rue Sombreuil, speculation by the author throughout the book leads the reader to believe 

that her father belongs to the aristocracy. In fact, he is referred to as "Prince Rene" and is 

pictured as "not a student" and "not a mechanic." He is pretty free with his money, 

whatever he is. Some take him for an "author or a poet" while "others say he is a 

nobleman in disguise" (1130). At one point, Ishmael tells Paquerette that she has the 

"hands and feet of a patrician" (II 114), and she believes that her father "may have been 

some great person, hemmed round with difficulties" (II 115). Because of her "veiled" 

existence, no specific standards of conduct tie Paquerette to a particular moral code. She 

never discovers who her father is, and consequently, remains virtually uninhibited by the 

standards of conduct applicable to either the rich or the poor. Her state of flux between 

these two layers of a stratified society permits Paquerette to draw from both worlds, to act 

both "ladylike" and "unladylike," giving her personality a dimension to which the 

"unveiled" woman has no access, and giving her the same access to freedoms as her 

"veiled" husband. 

Because she is a woman, and because her heritage remains a mystery and her 

standards of conduct are then only vaguely defined, Paquerette brings to the novel what 

Ishmael cannot. She becomes in the dominant discourse a means of preserving the 

patriarchal order, as her attempts at resisting that order end in her destruction and death. 

The narrator's withholding of information from Ishmael and from the reader about her 

lineage opens up, however, what Elaine Showalter defines in her essay, "Feminist 

Criticism in the Wilderness" as an "alternative space" within the text which challenges 

the dominant discourse with a "muted" one. According to Showalter, women authors 

who are at once part of both the dominant "male" tradition and the muted "female" one 

write as they live, both on a visible level and an invisible one, both "inside and outside of 

the male tradition" (473) simultaneously. 



If we accept this theory as applicable to Braddon's work, writing as a woman in 

the male-dominated Victorian era, we can relate it directly to her "veiled" images. For 

ultimately this is a subversive tactic which women felt forced to use to question the 

patriarchy. The dominant discourse in all her books reestablishes the patriarchal rule at 

the books' conclusions. But, as in Ishmael, the very process of questioning that rule 

counters, or perhaps even negates, the book's obvious end. 
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In Ishmael, the alternative or subversive space can be defined in terms of actual 

"space," not just metaphorical depiction. For in all of Paquerette's encounters with the 

patriarchy, her "space" is limited/enclosed. Her room in her grandfather's house on the 

rue Sombreuil is a "narrow closet of a chamber" (I 42). Ishmael debates with himself 

before their marriage about whether to send Paquerette to a convent, a space even more 

confining than her original home. The image of the convent pervades the picture of the 

home into which she moves after she marries Ishmael. This apartment, for which Ishmael 

has "made all the arrangements" (II 102) has only four rooms, a "salon, a bedroom, and 

kitchen, with a little fourth room--a mere closet, with a narrow window commanding a 

back view" (IT 102). Although he takes Paquerette along on shopping trips for furniture, 

the house is finally decorated by him, as he wanders "from broker to broker, till his 

glance lighted on some fme old piece of furniture wheeled into a corner, rejected by the 

frivolous, scorned by the fashionable ... and thus, for a few hundred francs he secured 

some choice old pieces of cabinet-work" (II 102). 

Because she feels "like a caught bird" (IT 92), Paquerette searches constantly for 

"space" of her own. The only feminine space available at her grandparents' home is 

above her head, and she spends much time "gazing up at the sky," for "her whole life has 

been spent in a prison" (157). When she marries Ishmael, she finds "space" at Lisette 

Moque's home. Lisette was at one time a servant but close friend of Ishmael's deceased 

mother. Now she works in the theater. In Lisette's salon, Paquerette discovers a "little 

wheezy piano" on which she is able to perform the "silly successes of the hour" (IT 61) 

which make her feel capable and strong. And Lisette introduces Paquerette to the Palais 

de Crista! and the small anteroom which becomes her very private space. 

It had been the greenroom in days gone by, and 
reeked with the grease and tobacco smoke of a 
quarter of a century. The old baize-covered 
benches against the wall, the paper, the ceiling, 
all were black with the grime of generations of 
cabotins. . . . Paquerette sat in a comer near 
the half-open door, and listened to the songs, the 
laughter, the applause. She peeped from her retreat 



every now and then: she could see the lights, the 
artificial flowers, lace draperies, gilding, tawdry 
decorations, and across a dazzling row of lamps she 
saw the crowd of grinning faces, melting away into 
an atmosphere of dust and gaslight. . . . (II 62) 
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The effect of this room upon Paquerette is "as dazzling as the splendour of the opera 

house in the rue le Peletier ... " (II 63), and allows her to express a passion not felt in the 

space defined by Ishmael. The intense feeling which she experiences while she listens to 

Ri~:oletto "entrances" her, and the space itself provides what Leona F. Sherman defines as 

a "sexual and aggressive center" which allows both Paquerette and the female reader to 

actively or passively experience fantasies involving sexuality and aggressiveness (59). 

Sherman's study, while it relates to "muted" discourse and Gothic space, has special 

relevance for Braddon's works because the "sensation" novel is a direct descendant of the 

Gothic text, giving women readers a discourse in which to "transcend acceptable social 

boundaries" (Sherman 58). 

Ultimately, of course, Paquerette's "space" is invaded by another patriarch, and 

the muted discourse which found a voice in Paquerette's "veiled" image, at a place which 

would never have been frequented by a truly aristocratic lady, is silenced. But the sexual 

stirrings created in this space transform a "Cinderella" into an "Eve," and Paquerette's 

"love of music, which was a passion" (IT 140), fuels an already aggressive nature which 

can fluctuate between subsets of behavior dictated to the female members of two distinct 

layers of society. Paquerette then actively pursues Hector de Valnois, a poet who 

immediately crowds her into his box at the opera, a "tiny box on the upper tier, which will 

just hold two people comfortably" (II 126), then into his "miniature abode," which 

consists of "four little low rooms one out of the other, like Chinese puzzle boxes" (II 

126), and finally into a tiny room in the Quarter Latin, a space with "a distempered wall, 

blotched with damp, scrawled here and there with charcoal sketches" (III 71). 

Still "veiled," Paquerette has been allowed to "stuff her head" with the "romantic 

and impossible side of life" (II 115), but in this "fantastic space" (Devonshire 198), this 

"muted" discourse, she has been "rich and poor, happy and miserable. She has feasted 

and she has starved, has alternated between fine clothes and rags" (III 219). Ultimately 

the dominant discourse punishes her by shrinking her "space" even more as just 

retribution for her "inconstancy" in a society in which "Lady Constance," Ishmael's 

second wife, emerges as the model for woman. Paquerette provides, behind her "veil," 

however, a "space" for women readers to imagine their strength and with her to cross 

societal boundary lines, shirk duty, and feel passion not possible in their own lives. That 
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she is finally confined in a "hovel, a den in a dark corner, furthest from the highway" (III 

216) does not erase the memory of her subversive acts, acts which have undercut the 

patriarchal rule. Because she and Ishmael are given the freedoms behind their "veils" to 

question and "disobey," both protagonists rightfully belong to the Braddon family of 

"sensational" heroes, even though this novel was written twenty-two years after Lady 

Audley's Secret. And, indeed, as the review of Ishmael in The Spectator notes, "There is 

exuberant life in the story" ("Miss" 1274), life lived to the fullest by the "outcasts" behind 

the "veil." 

Conclusion 

Ishmael serves as Braddon's androgynous ideal in this book. In him she combines 

the manly virtues she admires and perhaps covets with the characteristics defining some 

of her favorite female fictional outcasts. He grows up without a mother, and with a father 

who disowns him, never losing, however, his innate goodness. His passion for learning 

and equally passionate temper disguise at times his humanitarian soul, but never fatigue 

his indomitable spirit. 

The "veil" which both he and Paquerette live behind frees them from artificial 

societal constraints and helps them survive, expanding the "space" in which they exist. 

While George Eliot's masculine hero in "The Lifted Veil" finds, according to Gilbert and 

Gubar, that his omniscience is alienating, Braddon's heroes, even those created many 

years after her first "outcast" adopts a "veil" for survival, find their omniscience still 

strengthening and necessary. How closely the author aligned herself with her 

protagonists can only be speculated. But her status as an "outcast," created first by a 

father who deserted her and then by herself in resistance to a system which prohibited her 

from living legally with a man she loved, seems to support a theory which suggests that 

Braddon felt like both Ishmael and Paquerette, "fatherless" in a system based on the 

ruling patriarch. She, like them, subverted the system which maligned her as the power 

which she gained through her "veil," her pen, strengthened her and helped her survive. 



CHAPTER III 

MARRIAGE AS METAPHOR: 

EXAMINING THE SYSTEM 

One of Braddon's paramount concerns in Ishmael is the institution of marriage, a 

societal construct particularly indicative of changing Victorian mores. This novel 

reiterates Braddon's earlier subversively critical views on the subject as expressed in 

works such as Lady Audley's Secret and Aurora Floyd, (whose heroines outwit the 

legalities of marriage which enforce the "till-death-do-us-part" axiom forbidding 

divorce), by apparently sanctioning bigamy and/or murder. Although these "Bigamy 

Novels" sensationalize issues regarding divorce law reform and the plight of married 

women in particular, they do not strike, as critic Patrick Brantlinger acknowledges, 

"forthright blows in favor of divorce law reform and greater sexual freedom," but tend 

"merely to exploit public interest in these issues" (6). Ishmael, conversely, mounts a 

frontal assault, rather than an exploitive or subversive one, on the institution which, by 

1884, has undergone some major legal modification, but still suffers under British law 

from a basic structural inequality. The novel demonstrates how the "marriage system" 

forces women to marry for the wrong reasons and then confines them in marriage to 

unchallenging, "empty" roles. 

Braddon was able more openly to criticize the institution which formed the 

backbone of nineteenth century English society and by implication the society itself in 

Ishmael. because she set this story in France, and thus allowed her readers to believe that 

she was indicting a government less progressive than her own. And in some ways this 

was true. English activists worked feverishly during the century to revise restrictive and 

unfair laws pertaining to marriage and women, while the return of the monarchy to power 

in France in 1804 after a brief period of democracy redefined marriage and woman's 

position in it more conservatively than before the uprising. Jointly with a strong Roman 

Catholic influence, this patriarchy squelched most efforts at reform. Although feminists 

were working in Britain to revise laws which denied married women basic human rights 

and had, by 1884, made some progress, equality for this group was far from realization. 

Braddon's critical emphasis thus remained applicable to both France and England. That 

society must recognize all individuals as free and equal is the underlying implication 

behind the overthrow of power at the crux of the novel's ideology. Nowhere is this 

recognition so necessary as in the unit forming society's base--marriage. 
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Braddon posits in Ishmael that a marriage, and (by inference) a society, remains 

doomed to fail when grounded on the unjust distribution of power inherent in a system 

organized around the master/slave, owner/possession relationship. Equally as undesirable 

to this author, however, is a marriage/society composed of self-centered, 

uncompromising egotists. Of the seven marriages depicted in the text, five are 

unsuccessful or unhappy and end either in illegal dissolution or violent death. The 

transitional nature of the marriage contract is seen in this text as unavoidable given the 

nature of the contractors, either egotistical "monsters," like those depicted in George 

Meredith's 1862 publication Modern Love, which also dissects reasons/feelings causing 

dissolution of marriage, or virtuous victims, with none of the spirit which Ishmael's 

author evinces in her own life and praises in her work, what Henry James calls her 

"pluck" ("Miss" 593). 

A review of the relevant literature regarding marriage and divorce laws and the 

resulting societal perceptions of those laws clarifies to some extent Braddon's ideological 

stance on this issue. This chapter highlights the speakers representing both traditional 

and dissenting views on these issues and then identifies recurrent relevant themes in 

Braddon's previous narratives as they apply in Ishmael. The concluding sections focus on 

two new areas of study for the mid-career Braddon: how class distinction affects the 

marriage bond and what role "individuality" plays in an attempted union. 

Traditional Views 

A great deal of relevant literature upholds what Kate Millett calls "the Victorian 

belief in marriage--nearly an article of faith" (79). Marriage is touted as the only viable 

way to achieve happiness, particularly for women. In 1839, a book called Woman's 

Mission delineates what became the definitive Victorian conservative position regarding 

the woman's place, a position clearly confined to the home but with much more 

importance than as the heretofore sexual outlet and reproductive body outlined in the 

Catholic Church's reasons for marriage. In fact, Sarah Lewis, the author of the book, 

suggests that being a wife and mother means becoming the conscience of England, not 

just teaching virtue, but "inspiring" it. She advocates letting 

men enjoy in peace and triumph the intellectual kingdom 
which is theirs, and which doubtless was intended for 
them; let us [women] participate in its privileges, 
without desiring to share its dominion. The moral 
world is ours--ours by position; ours by qualification; 
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( qtd. in Heisinger 1 :7) 
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Mrs. Lewis echoes her contemporaries: Mrs. Sarah Ellis, who stresses the theme of 

woman's self-sacrifice in her first book, The Women of England. Their Social Duties and 

Domestic Habits; John Ruskin, who outlines the differences between husbands and wives 

and their respective places in the home; and Eliza Lynn Linton, who likewise defends the 

conservative position as she criticizes the "Girl of the Period," the "demi-monde," a girl 

who "dyes her hair and paints her face, as the first article of her personal religion" (339-

40). 

Dissenting Voices 

At odds with the traditional views are those advocating equality for women. 

Proponents argue for redefined roles for wives and easier ways to dissolve ill-advised 

liaisons. Among the proponents of legislation promoting the married woman's right to 

own property and vote are Francis Power Cobbe, who argues that married women are 

treated under the law no better than idiots or the insane. J.S. Mill, whose 1867 

publication On the Subjection of Women equates the wife's position with that of the 

slave, denounces the distinction made between the nature of men and women as 

artificially drawn, and espouses equal education and free speech for both sexes, both in 

and out of marriage. 

Braddon's Early Work Regarding Marriage 

Amidst the furor thus generated over the controversy of what should constitute a 

"good" marriage and when and why a "bad" marriage should legally end, Braddon 

presents what Heisinger, Sheets, and Veeder call novels with an "uneasy mix" of 

"shocking" material about women who would commit bigamy or murder to evade an 

unhealthy or unprofitable marriage, set in scenarios boasting "morally impeccable 

endings" (125), with "good" women and men justly rewarded as partners in finally happy 

unions, and "bad" characters punished by confinement in asylum/jail, or by death. 

Lady Audley's Secret undermines marriage by demonstrating how its protagonist 

is not the picture-perfect, angelic wife that society has supposedly groomed for this 

position. Instead, a consumer-oriented patriarchy has created a "beautiful fiend" (Putzell 

14), coerced into following her ruthless animalistic nature in order to survive. She 

commits bigamy unknowingly, thinking her first husband has either abandoned her or 
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died, and then must dispose of him when he reappears, because divorce, even after the 

passage of the first Matrimonial Act in 1857, remains virtually impossible for a woman to 

obtain. Braddon's second novel, Aurora Floyd, is likewise critical as it pictures a woman 

"entrapped in a loveless marriage" (Schroeder 87). 

Braddon's contemporary critic, Henry L. Mansel, labels these early novels 

"Bigamy Novels," and avows late in 1862 that "it is really painful to think how many an 

interesting mystery and moral lesson will be lost, if Sir Creswell Creswell's Court 

continues in active work for another generation" (490). This comment about the inverse 

relationship between the frequency of divorce and the popularity of mystery books based 

on the commission of bigamy proves to be an astute one, for when divorce becomes 

commonplace, these novels become "tame." But the "implied" criticism of monogamy in 

Braddon's sensation novels, with their portraits of the unhappy marriage as what Elaine 

Showalter calls a "cage, rather than a spiritual opportunity" ("Desperate" 4), becomes the 

"stated" focus in Braddon's later work. 

How people are ensnared in the "cage" is suggested in The Doctor's Wife, where, 

according to biographer Robert Wolff, Braddon "wanted to show the 'fatal' error of a 

marriage too hastily entered upon" (163). The protagonist, Isabel Sleaford, unwisely 

weds George Gilbert, an unimaginative clod, even though she "didn't like him," because 

she "liked him to be there talking to her" (1198). Because she finds his inane chatter 

after marriage more and more boring, Isabel, always a dreamer, looks for a romantic 

replacement for the doctor. She never realizes what the narrator discerns--that "there 

must be jog-trot existences and commonplace contentment" (II 253). Most of Isabel's 

difficulties stem from a lack of specific wifely duties in an "empty" role, a topic 

reassessed in 1866 in Braddon's first "social" novel, The Lady's Mile. 

As Jeanne Fahnestock suggests, this novel not only anticipates later attacks on the 

institution of marriage by Thomas Hardy's Jude the Obscure and Henrik Ibsen's The Doll 

House as it "presents a grave criticism of matrimony," but it also echoes the sentiment of 

Cobbe and predates Mill's treatise, as it "argues for women's freedom from male 

dominance" (81). The book tells the stories of two women, who contract marriages for 

the wrong reasons. These women are "sold" from the "marriage marketplace" called the 

Lady's Mile, a restricted area located in London designed to confine the respectable 

woman and her actions to the rules governing it. Because they marry for "market" 

reasons, both are unhappy. Florence Crawford, a self-admitted mercenary, exchanges 

herself for "diamond, carriages, and horses, and servants" (II 137) to a Manchester 

millionaire who has "secured for himself [in Florence] the best thing in wives, as he had 
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the best things in horses and modern pictures and dogs" (II 101). Her friend, Lady Cecil, 

has married Laurence O'Boyneville because "he had loved her and not because she loved 

him" (II 26). Both women become miserable "bondslaves," as Florence's husband takes a 

mistress, and Lady Cecil's husband neglects her for his work. Neither is as happy as a 

thirty-year-old widow named Mrs. Champerowne, whom Fahnestock speculates is 

Braddon's mouthpiece in the novel (81). Mrs. Champerowne refuses a second marriage 

the first time she is asked because, even though her first husband has been "the best and 

kindest of masters," the institution itself is constructed upon inequality of the sexes, 

entrapping her in "bondage, and I thirsted for liberty" (II 161 ). Braddon says about her: 

This was the woman who had enslaved many men, but for 
whom independence was too dear a treasure to be 
bartered lightly. She had been the slave of an old 
man's caprices, and had endured her slavery with all 
the womanly patience and gentleness; but having won 
her freedom, she was not inclined to accept any new 
bondage. (II 286) 

Many contemporary reviewers of this book, like Geraldine Jews bury, find it 

"dull," and the thematic emphasis irrelevant. Obviously, Braddon finds "marriage" 

topical and so important that she devotes an entire novel to its study. As she focuses on 

the feelings of one woman fighting for her self-respect after she has "sold" herself and 

another woman hovering on the brink of adultery with a man she truly loved before she 

married, Braddon demonstrates her early concern with what seems to her an antiquated 

system in need of repair. 

This concern does not lessen with the passage of years. In 1883, the year before 

the publication of Ishmael, The Golden Calf addresses the extent of woman's "duty" in 

marriage, as Braddon finds fault with the traditional views as expressed by Mrs. Ellis and 

Mrs. Lewis. Because she is willing to marry for money, Ida Palliser, the protagonist of 

this text, is duped into marrying a shiftless barrister by lying relatives who convince her 

that he is his rich cousin. 

The novel's biting commentary on divorce and society's belief that even a 

marriage contracted under false pretenses must stand presages the same acerbic dialogue 

on this subject in Ishmael. For family and friends persuade Ida that, although she is 

deceived about who her husband really is when she marries him, she must do her 

Victorian "duty" and remain married. Indeed, British divorce law at this time still 

effectively forbids divorce for women except in cases of the husband's adultery and/or 

desertion. All Ida could have done would have been to petition the court and stand at the 
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mercy of a male judge with tradition behind him echoing, no doubt, the sentiments of 

family and friends. Ida knows that once a woman says "I do," she then "belongs" to her 

husband, and little legal restitution is available. 

She was his goods, his chattels [sic]--to have and 
to hold till death did them part. Her life was 
no longer her own to dispose of as she pleased. ( 130) 

Even when Ida discovers later that Brian is an alcoholic who is verbally abusive, 

hallucinates about building "an underground riding school" (282), and sees "Cleopatra 

with the asp at her breast" (320) in his bedroom, she cannot, according to law or tradition, 

divorce him. 

Commentary In Ishmael Regarding Marriage 

While Braddon's early sensation novel is, then, a "protest novel against the law 

concerning divorce" (Putzell 14), her later novels explore and criticize a whole spectrum 

of problems related to the issue of marriage. Ishmael continues in this vein. It was 

published in 1884, ten years after its author was finally legally allowed to marry a man 

with whom she had lived for twelve years, a man who was forced to remain married to a 

woman confined in a mental asylum. That Braddon continues to write about a system 

which no doubt frustrated her is not surprising. That she continues to vary her approach 

toward the subject over her forty-five year writing career speaks positively about her 

imaginative and analytical powers. 

Ishmael explores, like The Lady's Mile, the consequences of marriage for the 

wrong reasons. Like The Doctor's Wife, it demonstrates how the role of the middle-class 

housewife has "emptied out," leaving her with nothing to do but daydream about a better 

life and a "Prince Charming." As Ishmael focuses on the unnatural life a man must lead 

when forced to remain married to an "absentee" wife, and the tragic prospects facing a 

woman who escapes illicitly from an unhappy union, it echoes Lady Audley's major 

theme, as it severely criticizes the inflexible jurisprudence limiting divorce. 

While this text then reexamines some themes formerly analyzed, it introduces 

new ones only previously touched upon. Paramount among these is a discussion of class 

distinction. Braddon intimates that Ishmael's first marriage fails because he and 

Paquerette emanate from different social strata. Much more discussion of this distinction 

between classes marks Braddon's later work. She approaches the subject ambivalently, 

knowing that true "equality" cannot exist in a stratified system, but fearing that anarchy 

will reign and aristocratic values will be lost without it. 
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Additionally, Braddon insinuates in Ishmael that people who are too proud or 

individualistic cannot be married successfully. She sees the egotistical male as too 

domineering and the egotistical woman as too inconstant, not willing to fulfill her duty as 

Ida Palliser had been in The Golden Calf, and, like Linton's "demi-monde," more 

concerned with her appearance than with her values. This individuality thus destroys the 

marriage union and transforms what was once a permanent contract into a transitory 

"deal," one struck frequently before sufficient forethought and based more heavily upon 

romantic intuition than real love. 

On the subject of individuality, Braddon presents her typically "mixed" Victorian 

vtews. While she pictures this trait as destructive within marriage, she lauds it as 

desirable for single persons, particularly women. Among the people who lead the most 

productive and happy lives in Ishmael are three single sisters and the widowed Constance 

Danetree, all self-sufficient and proud. 

Reason for Marriage 

Marriages contracted for the inappropriate reasons encouraged by society abound 

in Ishmael. Women, particularly, are behaviorally conditioned to wed for money. Often 

the patriarchal system offers them no other viable options for survival. Some marry in 

order to leave a miserable home life; others because "daddy" arranges the match. All are 

unhappy; most disintegrate. 

Like Florence Crawford twenty years earlier, the fictional women in this tale 

marry mercenarily. Raymond Caradec's wives, Coralie d'Estrange and Adele de 

Guirandat, and Ishmael's wife, Paquerette, all have a chance to better themselves 

monetarily through a fortuitous match. Coralie, reared in a stark environment is ready to 

marry "the first suitor" who offers "fine clothes, and a little gaiety" (Ill), which Caradec 

does. But she is then ready to desert her marriage when a better monetary "deal" affords 

itself. Both her adulterous affairs during her marriage occur with rich men willing to 

spend money on her. 

While Adele Caradec comes from an upper middle class home, she also exploits 

Caradec's position as an aristocrat and relishes the monetary benefits concurrently with 

the social prestige. The match is obviously a wise one for an upwardly mobile 

mademoiselle. It proves unwise, however, for a woman seeking happiness. Adele loses 

interest in living and becomes a chronic hypochondriac. 

Not having a choice, Paquerette finds herself in the unenviable position of being 

forced to marry for support. Rejecting her alcoholic grandparents and their slum-like 
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existence, she realizes even in Ishmael's working class lifestyle economic benefits. 

Seeing an even richer "catch" later in the successful author Hector de Valnois, she 

quickly rejects Ishmael, who, when he finally becomes wealthy himself, sees even among 

the richest classes the same disturbing problem. 

But are not all marriages nowadays more or 
less a question of ways and means? I have 
only studied the institution from afar ... 
yet it seems to me that wedlock under the 
second Empire means the union of incomes 
rather than of hearts. (III 24) 

In addition to economic reasons, women's limited lifestyle choices determine their 

marriage partners in this text. Helen Bosanquet, a female historian writing about this 

period, notes that daughters are the "most characteristic" surviving remnants of the feudal 

system largely extinct by the nineteenth century in both France and England. Under that 

authority, there are three courses open to women: "marriage, the cloister, or a corner of 

the eldest brother's house" (qtd. in Fletcher 78). Of the three, marriage seems the most 

desirable. But Bosanquet highlights the increase during this century of single women in 

"great Anglican Sisterhoods" in England and in "convents" in France. She quotes Miss 

Bentham Edwards' Home Life in France, which reveals the "startling" fact that "in 1900 

no less than 64,000 [French] women were immured for life within convent walls" (qtd. in 

Fletcher 79). 

Obviously aware of the statistics, Braddon "immures" one fictional female in this 

text and similarly threatens her heroine, both of whom are then rescued from the cloister 

by proposals of marriage. They choose this option convinced that it is the only other 

viable one available. Coralie "is given" to Monsieur Caradec, and, as a girl fresh from a 

convent, she is "glad to marry anybody who would give her liberty of speech and action" 

(I 11 ). Paquerette, never actually sequestered, only narrowly escapes confinement when 

Ishmael proposes. And even though Paquerette "would have been happier single" (II 

101 ), as were her friends, the three unmarried Benoit sisters, she is convinced by Ishmael 

that only in marriage can a woman find happiness. Sure that her only two alternatives 

involve institutionalization, Paquerette opts for what she sees as the lesser of two evils. 

Paquerette finds herself facing confinement because she leaves the protective 

custody of her grandmother, Mere Lemoine, whose claim the law recognizes because she 

is a "putative grandmother who had given food and shelter from infancy upwards" (II 

99). That she beats Paquerette does not affect her claim. Thus, the granddaughter hates 

her home life, and this ultimately becomes another reason for her marriage to Ishmael. 
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That disgust with the conditions of home is endemic to the poorer classes is belied by 

textual evidence in Ishmael. which portrays Lady Constance, heiress to a fortune, also 

miserable in her parents' home. She makes the same choice as Paquerette for the same 

reason, "simply because she hated her home" (II 246), when she marries Lord Danetree. 

She "thought it a happier condition to be the wife of a man of honour, albeit she did not 

love him, than to be the only daughter of Lord Kilrush" (II 246). She remains loyal, but 

miserable. 

With tongue-in-cheek acidity, Braddon comments upon how the "marriage law of 

France is strictly paternal, and has been conceived with a strong feeling for the authority 

of the parents, the safekeeping of children" (II 95). She then goes on to note how this 

control prevents "foolish marriages." 

Marriage in France is set round with a perfect 
chevaux de frise of precautions and difficulties; 
it cannot be huddled over in a hole-and-corner 
manner, without giving age and wisdom a chance 
of warning and remonstrance. (II 95) 

A final reason for marriage, then, in this novel, is to obey the "wise" wishes of the father. 

Tradition upholds this rule socially in England, although "enforced marriages" decrease 

in number after 1720, according to R. Trumbach's study of the rise of the egalitarian 

family in this country (99). But minors in both countries are still obliged to obey their 

guardians, and as Paquerette's grandfather "arranges" her marriage to a local tradesman, 

she knows that she is "bound by law to obey him. [She] was his property, to do ... what 

he liked with" (III 14). 

Although the narrator in Ishmael verbally affirms the idea of parental arrangement 

and control of marriage, the actions of the characters belie what the narrator defends. 

Paquerette "unsafely" runs away to escape a marriage arranged for her "safekeeping," 

and, although Ishmael and Paquerette seek parental guidance and follow the law before 

their union, theirs is still a "foolish" marriage which proves disastrous. 

Duties as a Wife 

Why all but two of the marriages in Ishmael disintegrate should be clear after a 

dissection of the driving forces behind the unions. A marriage contracted for money, 

because no other choice is available, from a desire to leave home, or through parental 

coercion, is, according to Braddon, doomed to fail. Because the number of failures far 

exceed the number of successes, and the number of "bad" reasons for marrying outweigh 
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the number of "good" ones, Braddon's biting criticism of a society which reinforces "bad" 

reasons is apparent. Just as piercing is her commentary on the role of the wife in 

marriage and the limitations and demands placed on that role by society. 

Braddon depicts the "wifely" position and its duties in a trichotomized social 

strata, with the working class at the lower end of the spectrum, the aristocratic layer at the 

upper end, and the emerging "middle" sandwiched between the two. Paquerette's 

grandmother, Mere Lemoine, belongs to the first group. 

Originally supported by her husband, this woman is forced to work when Pere 

Lemoine's alcoholism diminishes his earning capacity. Like many women in working 

class families in the nineteenth century, she must "swell the family budget, or else go 

very often without 'fricot' or a morsel of meat in the 'pot-au-feu"' (1135). Both Mere 

Lemoine and her daughter engage in work outside the home, as "clear-starchers" at a 

laundry where they endure long, hot hours of "spirit-breaking drudgery" standing "over 

an ironing-board all day ironing shirt-fronts and goffering frills" (1122). In addition, she 

must continue to perform the caretaking duties of wife, mother, and grandmother when 

she does return to her squalid home in the rue Sombreuil, where she cooks and cleans for 

an alcoholic husband who "seldom laboured more than three days out of the seven" (I 

124). 

While the working class wife thus suffers from overwork, Adele Caradec, who 

marries into an aristocratic tradition, is forbidden productive employment. The family 

activities of an aristocrat are dedicated to "sustaining a lifestyle of cultivation, 

entertainment, and other leisure activities" (Smelser 61). Adele thus finds herself the 

"sole mistress of a fine old chateau in a solitary land with twice too many servants." With 

nothing else to do, the "elegant Adele had taken to hypochondria as the only amusement 

possible" (164). 

Unlike Adele, Paquerette has no servants, but she does employ a "charwoman ... 

to do all the rough work, so that her hands were never roughened by domestic drudgery" 

(II 114). Ishmael's small apartment requires so little care that she finds herself lodged in 

a "middle" class role which has "emptied out." For having "won a good and true man for 

her husband, " Paquerette comes "to a life too free from care; days too easy" with 

"idleness that corrupts the soul" (Ill 240). Middle-class men, as Neil Smelser notes, are 

"assigned to the workaday world of business and public affairs, [and are] more remote 

from their families than we now feel they are or ought to be. Woman's place was very 

much in the home" (64). This confinement to domestic life and prohibition from business 

makes "marriage, motherhood, and domestic responsibility ... a middle-class woman's 
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only valued career" (Smelser 66). Paquerette discovers that society's enforced career path 

is, for her, unrewarding and tedious. Consequently, she is not a good housekeeper. 

She was impulsive, a creature of whim and 
fancy, did things by fits and starts, sometimes 
working tremendously, sometimes abandoning 
herself to idleness for days together .... Sometimes 
the dinner was a cold collation ... Paquerette 
having forgotten the dinner question altogether. 
(II 113-14) 

She is also not a good mother, neglecting her baby after it is born and thus being 

partly responsible for its death from a cold and fever contracted one winter evening when 

she goes to the theatre and leaves the baby "to the chance ministrations of a neighbor on 

the third floor" (II 112). 

With much leisure time, as Ishmael is either absorbed in his work or his causes, 

Paquerette reads sentimental novels constantly, and dreams of being a great singer or 

beauty like Zanita, the socialite who has all of Paris talking. 

She would have liked to be something public 
and distinguished, a creature admired and 
beloved by all Paris, pointed at as she drove 
by, applauded almost to madness every 
night. . . . (II 119) 

Braddon's criticism of society's confinement of the middle class woman to 

unrewarded and unrewarding roles mirrors her criticism of this anathema in The Doctor's 

Wife, published twenty years earlier in 1864. In 1884, however, Braddon can give this 

heroine freedom not available to Isabel Sleaford. That is, Paquerette follows through on 

her attempts to ameliorate her situation by "eloping" with a man whom she believes she 

lives with for the "right" reason, love, even though their arrangement is adulterous. That 

she still depends upon a man for her support and must relinquish even the pitiful wages 

she earns as a singer in Valparaiso because she has neither education nor training enough 

to adequately support herself without him demonstrates society's negligence as much as 

her own foolishness. Her feelings of ennui and worthlessness are only heightened by a 

sense of helplessness regarding her own destiny both in a legal marriage and in an illicit 

liaison. 
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Braddon's Criticism of Ineffective Divorce Law 

When Paquerette abandons Ishmael, she voluntarily voids their marriage contract 

with a written release. 

I renounce all claim upon you. If you find 
one worthier of you, marry her, and fear not. 
I will never stand up and say, "I am his wife." 
(II 208) 

In the same letter, however, she recognizes that they can never legally invalidate their 

union while either of them remains alive. 

If there were any law which would break the bond between 
us, I would accept that law as a blessing to you and to me; 
but they tell me that in France marriage means for ever. I will 
never call upon the law to avenge me if you can find your 
happiness elsewhere, as I have found mine. (II 208) 

Although Braddon's narrative voice never comments directly upon the prudence 

of such a law, what happens to Ishmael and Paquerette after their separation validates 

Braddon's belief that a rigid, static legal system which has not adjusted to accommodate 

emerging individuality forces those who must live under it through unnecessary hardship. 

Implicit also is a criticism of the inflexible Roman Catholic tenets from which the law 

stems. 

After his wife deserts him, Ishmael becomes "only a looker-on at the game," for 

he realizes that both religious and secular law decree that he "shall never marry" (Ill 22) a 

second time. When a woman whom he truly wants to marry later enters his life, he must 

"stand aloof from her" for "his fate was fixed, a destiny of loneliness, and self-sacrifice" 

(Ill 28). Even after thirteen years with no word from his first wife, Ishmael cannot obtain 

legal relief declaring her dead, and he must assume that he is "still the husband of 

Paquerette" (III 30). 

Paquerette is farther from achieving true freedom than Ishmael. Though he 

remains an enigmatic figure, he is not shunned. She, conversely, is regarded as an 

adulteress, even though she remains loyal to the Bohemian lover for whom she deserted 

her husband. Paquerette's fate, because she cannot legally marry her lover, even though 

justifiable punishment for her "sin," is tragic. She can make no friends and remains 

isolated and dependent upon the whims of a volatile partner for both emotional and 

physical support. Additionally, when this man abuses her in the "passion of the moment" 
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(III 222), her only recourse is flight. She cannot petition for aid, for the law would only 

force her to return to Ishmael, himself unbalanced and threatening violence. 

Had Paquerette been allowed to divorce and remarry, she might ultimately have 

attained the freedom which her creator believes a true and equal partnership brings. 

Braddon herself achieves that relationship only after twelve years of waiting for the man 

with whom she was living to be free to marry her. She, therefore, can sympathize with 

her protagonist's plight, even though she cannot identify personally with a woman whom 

she considers irresponsible and shallow. She endures long years of hardship and societal 

abuse caused by the same inflexible legal system. For her, the hardship ends finally in a 

happy marriage. For Paquerette, it ceases only at her death. 

Class Distinctions 

Paquerette's fictional predecessor, Lady Audley, descends, like her, from a lower 

echelon on the social scale than her husband. But her marriage is not doomed to failure 

because of this. In fact, Lady Audley's acting skills successfully conceal her origins. 

This is not so with Paquerette. Her lower class beginnings prove to be a major 

determining factor in the dissolution of her marriage to an aristocrat. 

Upon first meeting her, Ishmael notes the similarities between his "unloved 

childhood" (I 195) and that of this Cinderella. He cringes at the "thought of fate's 

injustice" (1195) towards her. But when he meets her grandparents and sees the squalid 

surroundings from which she emerges, he immediately rejects any former tender feelings 

and asks himself whether any "honest man would ever dare to marry a girl from such a 

home as this?" (1204), believing her capable only of conduct befitting a class of people 

not willing or able to adhere to the socially acceptable standards in higher strata. 

Paquerette's moral guidelines emanate from a social strata of persons struggling more 

with survival than with honesty. The author of The Bitter Cry of Outcast London, written 

in the late nineteenth century, acknowledges that few people in this class ever bother to 

marry. 

Those who appear to be married are often separated by 
a mere quarrel, and they do not hesitate to form similar 
companionships immediately. . . . Incest is common. In 
one street are 35 houses, 32 of which are known to be 
brothels. In another district are 43 of these houses, and 
428 fallen women and girls, many of them not more 
than 12 years of age. ( qtd. in Fletcher 111) 
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In France, the situation is similar. Rapid industrialization and urbanization create pockets 

of squalor in large cities like Paris where the laboring classes are compelled to live in 

filthy, crowded conditions, stealing when necessary in order to survive. 

Believing that Paquerette can only become what her environment has decreed, 

Ishmael vows that he "should hardly go to the trolleur's den in search of a wife" (I 213). 

He never forgets that he is Raymond Caradec's son and declares that "'I shall never 

disgrace my family by a low marriage"' (I 227). 

When Fate joins Ishmael to Paquerette, despite his objections, the "incongruity of 

their positions" (II 12) results in disaster and is later acknowledged by both parties as the 

primary catalytic agent behind their separation. Ishmael disdains Paquerette as a "foolish 

girl, low-born, ignorant, reared in the gutter" (III 274), and Paquerette notes that because 

of her miserable upbringing, she "was eager for pleasure, for music and brightness--all 

the joys I had missed when I was a girl" (Ill 281). 

Braddon's thematic correlation between class distinction and unsuccessful 

marriage relationships, only implicit in Lady Audley's Secret, becomes pronounced in 

Ishmael. Noble Ishmael himself often sounds "snobbish" as he talks about the working 

man and his inherent laziness and unsanitary hygiene. 

He has, for the most part, a hereditary love of dirt, 
the fault of bad legislation and dishonest landlords 
who have left him to wallow in the mire from generation to 
generation, until the mire has become his natural element. 
He has another fault, which is a rooted disinclination 
to do anything on his own part for the improvement of 
his surroundings, were it so much as to knock in a nail, 
or sweep down a cobweb. (III 152-53) 

Speeches like this emanate throughout the latter part of the book from a man who, earlier 

in the text, cast off his aristocratic origins and "cast in his lot among working-men" (I 

227) in order to fight for the equality of all men. 

He is not alone in his protestation. Dumont, Paquerette's father, born to a 

"landed" family, his own father a doctor, also renounces his ancestry as he becomes a 

"socialist, reddest among the Reds" (III 92). But like Ishmael, he, who believes "in the 

perfect equality of men, who scouted the bondage of caste," shrinks from allying himself 

with Paquerette's mother, Jeanneton, "a pure and lovely girl," because "her parents were 

working people" (Ill 92). And, even when he marries her, he makes her "swear to keep 

her marriage secret. [He] would not have Pere and Mere Lemoine for father and mother

in-law" (III 92). 
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How these men can on the one hand abhor class distinction and on the other act to 

perpetuate its existence demonstrates Braddon's ideological ambivalence on the subject. 

Not unlike fellow Victorian, Thomas Carlyle, Braddon grapples with a conscious fear of 

the anarchy and chaos seemingly inherent in a strictly democratic society, "with its 

hundred-and-fifty millions 'free' more and more to follow each his own nose, by way of 

guide-post in this intricate world" (Carlyle 118). 

If Braddon's "head" opposes democracy, her "heart" longs for freedom from the 

constraints imposed by class distinction. She no doubt agrees with Matthew Arnold in 

1888 when he comments, after a visit to America, how much freer American women are 

in their bearing than British women. He explains the difference by noting that British 

women can not be free because they are always "haunted by the standards of the class 

above them as a model of respectability and propriety--a model that left them forever 

self-conscious and constrained, forever preoccupied with doing and saying the right 

things" (qtd. in Smelser 64). Arnold's analysis suggests to Neil Smelser "the origins of 

British conformism," rooted "more in class" (65), and it suggests why Braddon (who 

herself felt the restrictions as she was reared in a lower class household and forced to 

work as an actress) takes such an interest in this issue. 

She continues this focus on class in texts published after Ishmael, asking whether 

relationships between members of differing societal tiers can be successful. Because the 

issue is for her "two-sided," some of the "unequal" marriage arrangements work; others 

fail. 

In The Venetians, published in 1892, Braddon criticizes the older aristocracy as 

snobbish and unbending as she concomitantly pictures a newer generation which can 

operate effectively outside their designated social strata. She describes the aristocratic 

mother of the hero of this text as a member, "born and bred" in "that stratum of English 

respectability which is narrowest in its sociology and strongest in its prejudices" (154). 

Likewise, John Vansittart's sister, Maud, is a "snob." Even though her husband is 

wealthy, his money and position have been earned, not inherited. His humble origins 

instill in him an "unconscious air of equality" (32) which Maud cannot emulate. She 

feels "ashamed of [her husband's] great-grandfather who began life in Sheffield as a poor 

lad" (132). Yet Maud and Hubert Hartley are happily married, despite the fact that she 

refuses to live in the Hartley manor and abhors her in-laws. 

Vansittart, like his sister, marries outside class to an unpedigreed woman named 

Eve Marchant, whose father is a known gambler and reprobate. In this marriage, 

character actions deny role expectation. Vansittart commits murder and flees retribution 
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like a commoner while Eve behaves aristocratically and shuns Vansittart's morally 

reprehensible behavior. Their marriage is successful, however, but only after both parties 

achieve an ideological union reflecting similar goals. 

In 1890, Braddon published The Infidel which depicts a still "snobby" aristocracy, 

but one whose impositions of class restrictions seem necessary. Baron Kilrush cannot 

marry Antonia because of her low origins. He believes that "a man of good family should 

marry in his own rank, if he can't marry above it. He should never have to apologize for 

his wife or for her kindred" (71). Likewise, he orders his nephew, George Stobart, to 

avoid an "ignoble marriage, it is an error whose consequences stick to him for the whole 

course of his life" (65). When George ignores his uncle's advice, he suffers accordingly 

in a union without a "fellowship in thought and feeling" (285). 

The unhappiness in George's marriage, and in Ishmael's, is more typical in 

Braddon's canon than Vansittart's finally achieved bliss. By and large, she believes that 

parties with differing ideological mindsets resulting from opposing societal acculturation 

cannot contract successfully. But the doubt and perhaps the author's hope that such 

unions can be achieved remain threaded through her fictional explorations. That Braddon 

questions whether an aristocrat, a lady/gentleman by "breeding and education ... in 

somewise governed by reason" can successfully marry a servant, "a creature of impulse, 

influenced only by feeling" (Fatal Three 19), demonstrates her topical relevance to 

nineteenth-century debate, and her affinity to fellow fictional writers who explore the 

same issue. That she cannot decide whether the resultant loss of class identity from such 

a fusion, the "debased simulacrum of sensation fiction" (Loesberg 117) before Ishmael. 

and a pivotal thematic element in this and later work, is beneficial or detrimental to 

society, reaffirms her Victorian heritage and the metaphoric "dilemma" which 

characterizes the age. 

Individuality in Marriage 

The fusing of two minds into a symbiotic "one" becomes, for Braddon, not only a 

discussion of class but of individuals/individuality within class. In the few marriages 

which are successful despite the crossing of class boundaries, the protagonists, at least 

from the lower class, are anomalies, individually balanced between passive/reasoning 

traits and aggressive/passionate ones, even though descended from ranks identified with 

the latter set of characteristics. Only those marriages between "well-balanced" 

individuals succeed, whether class is at issue or not. An overdeveloped ego, in Braddon's 
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Emerging individuality and its effect upon marriage is not exclusively Braddon's 

thematic emphasis. Her predecessor, Charlotte Bronte, creates heroines who crave 

"recognition of their existence as individuals" (Calder 67) within or outside marriage, but 

who check their ego ultimately in accordance with preconceived notions of female 

subservience in marriage. Braddon's contemporary, George Meredith, crafts heroes with 

exaggerated and unchecked egos whose attempts to assert self have a destructive effect 

upon marriage relationships. In his series of sonnets, Modem Love (1862), and again in 

his novel The Egotist (1879), he demonstrates how "marriage" and "individuality" are 

mutually exclusive terms, that one self necessarily "loses" when another "wins," as the 

narrator in The Egotist notes. 

The discovery he [the hero] made was, that in the 
gratification of the egoistic instinct we may so 
beset ourselves as to deal a slaughtering wound 
upon Self to whatsoever quarter we tum. (566) 

Likewise, George Eliot more subtly dissects marriage versus individuality by exposing a 

paradox between the family that simultaneously "provides the continuum, the necessary 

context of the larger movements of society" and "stifles individual endeavor" (Calder 

135). 

Why the topic of individuality stirred so much literary fervor can be traced to 

earlier British society, which, until the nineteenth century, inculcated in its members the 

idea of self-sacrifice by the individual for the preservation of the group. This 

indoctrination began in the microcosmic societal structure, the family. Shakespeare's 

tamed shrew, Katharina, could proclaim in 1594 to all married women that "thy husband 

is thy lord, thy life, thy keeper" who "craves for no other tribute at thy hands/But love, 

fair looks, and true obedience-ffoo little payment for so great a debt" (5.2.146-154). 

By 1859, however, when Darwin's Origin of the Species split society into factions 

each struggling to survive, no longer could the married woman sit idly by while only the 

"fittest" endure or prosper. Life became a competition between individuals. 

Consequently, when Braddon penned Lady Audley's Secret in 1862, her female 

protagonist sported a facade which appeared self-sacrificing and societally oriented, but 

which concealed a treacherous, individual lust for power and position. Her implicit 

egotism destroyed her marriage and sent her to an asylum. 
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Braddon confirms in later work that she believes this egotism innate in everyone, 

even Paquerette, where it is masked at first by her childlike exterior. Her name, that of a 

wild spring flower, metaphorically captures her "pale fragile prettiness" (I 186). She is 

initially socially inept, not knowing any of the skills practiced by "successful" women, 

like flirting or dancing. But society quickly trains her to compete by encouraging and 

reinforcing her inborn egotistical tendencies. 

Ishmael notices shortly after her move to Madame Moque's that she has 

"somewhat of a coquettish air--a consciousness of being pretty, which [he] never noticed 

in her before" (II 37). From the hour when Paquerette is introduced to the charms of 

Parisian existence and is "flattered and fired" by Lisette and de Valnois to "believe herself 

a genius in a small way" (II 71), the egotistical "monster" within her creeps from within 

its shell. She grows so "pleased with her own voice" and "pleased with her own fingers" 

(II 85), that when Ishmael proposes marriage, she feels trapped, not flattered. Marriage 

becomes martyrdom, stifling her individuality, sacrificing her talent. That Paquerette 

adopts a "carpe diem" philosophy which feeds her emerging ego seems to her justified. 

Living a decadent lifestyle with Hector de Valnois in order to "preserve all chance of 

bliss forever" (II 236) is the direct result of an overactive ego seeking satiety. Her 

marriage to Ishmael falls prey to the "monster." 

While Paquerette's unsatisfied ego initiates actions to terminate her marriage 

contract with Ishmael, his hungry self ignores domestic warning signs as it seeks business 

and political recognition away from home. As a man bent upon success, and "with an 

indomitable belief in his own power to climb" (I 217), he renounces his heritage in order 

to earn his own fortune. "He had sunk in order to rise" (1227). To achieve this goal, he 

studies "at least three nights out of seven" with but "three hours sound sleep" (1215). 

The other four nights he goes "with the representatives of the Left in their championship 

of republican ideas," and he becomes a "member of two republican societies" and speaks 

"on occasion" (1216). 

Into this almost maniacal paradigm of individual achievement, Ishmael drags 

Paquerette, never sacrificing any individual goals for marriage unity. In fact, "with 

increasing success came ever-increasing labour, plans, estimates, quantities and ... when 

the long day of practical work was over, it was Ishmael's custom, after a brief interval of 

rest, to shut himself in his little study ... and there to devote himself to figures and 

theory, sometimes working on till late in the night" (II 117). Even friends recognize 

Ishmael's part in the marriage dissolution. Lisette Moque tells him that he "stuffed his 
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head with diagrams, and wheels, and figures, and bridges, and markets" (II 223), leaving 

Paquerette to herself, hurt by his coldness and indifference. 

Ishmael is thus reminiscent of Meredith's egotist and is characteristic of the self

seeking men who are implicitly indicted in Braddon's novels as "beneficently" 

individualistic, trying to "help" women like Paquerette by forcing them into an unnatural 

symbiosis, saving them when they would "have been happier single" (II 101). In this 

novel, as in The Lady's Mile earlier and The Infidel later, single women able to carve 

their own "niches" are the most satisfied characters in the texts. 

In Ishmael, four single women mirror the "Mrs. Champerowne" character pictured 

earlier in The Lady's Mile, a prototype of the assertive and self-supportive woman. Three 

of these women, the Benoit trio, composed of two sisters and a cousin, live together 

comfortably in a room kept as "neatly" as Ishmael's with "beds shrouded by red and white 

curtains; a table laid for supper; books, flowers; and the Citizen King and Queen smiling 

on the wall" (II 77). They are always neatly clad, and are able to move about freely, 

taking picnics on Sunday. The "big Lisbeth," the oldest of the sisters, is perhaps the 

wisest character in the novel, strong-minded, kind, and sensible. Paquerette notes that the 

menage "had such an air of perfect contentment in their work and their lives, their simple 

pleasures and humble home" (1159). In this they resemble the widow Lady Constance 

Danetree, who "went where she liked ... said what she liked, did what she liked" (II 

247). The correlation between this aristocratic woman and her three humbler 

counterparts is apparent. While Lady Constance has habits commensurate with her 

affluence, ("she kept three dogs, rode horses, read immensely" [II 281]), they are "her" 

habits, just as the Benoits express their individuality in their lifestyles. 

Braddon's ambivalent posture expresses at once disdain for the overzealous 

individualism of Paquerette and Ishmael in marriage and praise for the same expression 

of individuality in these single women. Like her ambiguous stance on class distinction, 

this paradox never resolves itself in Braddon's canon. She effectively insists upon 

traditional role-play and conformity in marriage, disguised as "sameness" in thought and 

feeling between husband and wife, simultaneously supporting a freedom outside the 

institution not possible within it. Paquerette, like George Eliot's Hetty Sorrel, suffers the 

just retribution which necessarily follows insurrection, losing children, husband, and life. 

Had she remained outside the institutional paradigm, this heroine might have escaped her 

tragic fate. 

The societal construct most indicative of changing Victorian mores thus forms a 

broad base in Braddon's work. Through this one institution she is able to criticize a 
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society which would encourage its preservation through ill-formed unions based upon 

unsound reasons. In addition, as she expresses distress about the wife's "empty" role, 

Braddon can explore the tragic results encouraged by a society unwilling to recognize its 

problems and slow to change its laws as well as its epistemological stance concerning the 

remedial action essential for amelioration of the problems. Finally, as Braddon valorizes 

class distinction and individuality outside marriage and simultaneously abhors these 

ideologies within the institution, she reflects the paradoxical dilemma so typically 

Victorian, but evident in archetypal structures even today. Ishmael represents for her a 

pivotal novel with regard to her views. After the publication of this text, her works are 

more openly critical of marriage problems only implicit in early works. As Wolff notes, 

"she lived long enough to write with twentieth-century frankness" (Sensational408). She 

lived long enough to openly portray heterosexual relationships consummated outside the 

marriage union and offspring born to these relationships, and to discuss subjects like 

prostitution. The subjects related to marriage so extensively explored in Ishmael inform 

all this later work. 



CHAPTER IV 

BRADDON AND ZOLA: 

AGENTS OF CHANGE 

Robert Wolff, in his definitive biography of Braddon, entitles Part 5 of Chapter 

VIII "MEB as Zola," and asserts that in Ishmael, "MEB had written not so much a novel 

influenced by Zola as a Zola novel" (311). This statement implies not only Braddon's 

reliance upon the works of the French naturalist as palimpsests, but also an appropriation 

of Zola's methods and ideology as her own. While she can emulate the journalistic 

writing techniques and heterodox methodology of an author whom she describes in an 

unpublished 1885 essay as " ... a master of his art ... the most imaginative writer in 

France ... a master of humour and ... a master of pathos ... a consummate artist" ( qtd. 

in Wolff Sensational 320), Braddon's philosophical leanings are so polemically foreign 

and her views about novel construction so diametrically opposed to his that Wolffs 

affirmation is overzealous, to say the least, and perhaps robs Ishmael of its legitimate 

voice. Braddon, who had been accused of plagiarizing the work of other French authors, 

including Flaubert, early in her career, offers in this novel only spotty glimpses of Zola's 

discursive style and ultimately supplants his "naturalistic" ideology with her own. 

That Braddon follows the precepts established by Zola as vital for objective 

experiment in the novel is reflected in Ishmael. She collects as much data as is available 

before writing; she uses that data to create an accurate environmental setting. Into this 

environment she flings characters with certain hereditary flaws, and then she charts their 

movements. But she can never be truly "objective," and she cannot finally adopt the 

philosophy of "determinism," a scientifically-based belief which sits at the heart of Zola's 

naturalistic study. This belief postulates that man, like inanimate objects, is governed by 

specific, identifiable, and unchangeable natural phenomena, a set of conditions that can 

be measured and studied by means of experiment, in order to "know the determinism of 

phenomena and to make ourselves master of these phenomena" (Zola Naturalist 11 ). 

Zola views his writing as scientific experiment, "consequence of the scientific evolution 

of the century." Naturalism, for Zola, substitutes "for the study of the abstract and the 

metaphysical man the study of the natural man, governed by physical and chemical laws, 

and modified by the influences of his surroundings" (Zola Naturalist 13). Braddon's 

epistemological stance reflects not Zola's "objective" analysis of man free from 

supernatural teleological implications, but one that is "subjectively" slanted 
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by a deeply inculcated Protestant heritage. A sense of good and evil is pervasive 

throughout this work as an aura of religious significance colors the inherent nature of 

man, squelching his sexual and animalistic urges and instilling in him a sense of destiny 

beyond earthly observable phenomena. This religious endowment punishes wrongdoers 

and rewards those who behave in accordance with Christian notions of "truth." 

Not only does Braddon's objectivity suffer from her didactic discursive technique, 

but also from her overriding anxiety about plot. Ishmael moves from inception toward an 

obvious closure. Zola discards traditional notions of plot in order to depict everyday life 

unfettered by outcome, shaped instead around observable action. 

Ironically, while Zola professes a belief in the "natural," not "metaphysical" man, 

and while he espouses objectivity, his works belie his profession. His choice of facts to 

be included in his novels attests to his obvious anger with the French society in which he 

lives. Value judgment, while not openly expressed, is inherent in his choice of subject 

matter and treatment of that matter. Mythopoeic and symbolic references abound in 

books which profess scientific, "truthful" bases. 

If Braddon's work is compared to Zola's "real" output, the differences in 

philosophy still abound, but the work of both authors has a common denominator: it 

manifests intertextuallinks to literary "fathers," and dares to subvert or supplant what 

each author believes are archaic ontological conceptions. Less angry than Zola, Braddon 

does not deny her fathers, but tries to reformulate the ideology reflected in their works. 

She seems entrenched in, but not satisfied with, a Victorian culture determined, as 

Anthony Harrison notes in his book about the intertextuality inherent in much of the 

nineteenth-century poetry, by "the interaction of multiple and heterogeneous belief and 

value systems, some of which were dominant and widely accepted, indeed virtually 

monolithic and inescapable" (7). Many of her books, including Ishmael, reflect her desire 

to modify the "monolithic and inescapable" value systems. Zola, conversely, is so 

dissatisfied with the traditional value-structure of Western Civilization that he tries not to 

modify, but to debunk the entire system. He ultimately fails in this endeavor. As Roland 

Stromberg notes in the introduction to Realism. Naturalism. and Symbolism, Zola 

"acquired socialist values from Fourier, literary skills from Baudelaire. [He] was the heir 

of centuries and his works reflected this heritage" (xvii). 

A second link also ties Braddon's work to Zola's. Both authors write with the idea 

of selling books uppermost in their minds. Braddon, however, follows previously 

successful formulaic patterns, while Zola purposely breaks from tradition. More than 

once Braddon alludes in her letters to Bulwer about her desperation to make money, 
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which she sees as an imprisoning force, not allowing her to create a "masterpiece." Zola 

sees money, conversely, as a liberating power, freeing the writer to "say everything" 
(Geismar 63). 

This chapter explores Emile Zola's naturalistic philosophy, methodology, and 

writing style, and with it, his beliefs about the inherent nature of man, and then compares 

that epistemology, that "dialogue," as manifested in two of his novels, L'Assommoir and 

Nana, with Braddon's beliefs as inscribed in Ishmael. Although Braddon praises all of 

Zola's works, these two novels were chosen because they most closely parallel the subject 

matter, style, tone, and ideology which Braddon attempted to emulate in Ishmael. 

Indeed, Braddon may have been one of the very first British authors to reinscribe 

Zolaesque methodology and technique, as her work predates similar efforts by her 

contemporary, George Moore, in his novel A Mummer's Wife, which was published in 

1885 and is touted by Walter James Miller as introducing "French naturalist techniques 

into English fiction," thus heralding "the beginning of modern English literature" (v). 

The Naturalistic Movement 

In a nineteenth century which witnesses the death and decay of an aristocracy and 

the rise of a crass bourgeoisie to replace it, an age when formally held religious precepts 

are disappearing under the microscope of scientific discovery, artists and critics alike 

search for some sort of monolithic value system to replace what seems to be a plurality of 

vagaries masquerading as "truths." Matthew Arnold writes in 1848 to his friend Arthur 

Clough, "For me you may often hear my sinews cracking under the effort to unite 

matter ... " (559), and in this effort he is not alone. 

In the middle of the century, into a heterogenous melange of ideas comes the 

"realistic" movement in art and literature, hoping to sort out the cacophony of voices by 

eliminating or ignoring idealistic or abstract ones and concentrating instead on concepts 

more concrete and human. Realistic painters and writers "photograph" their subjects, 

who are selected from all walks of life, and analyze their observable attributes and 

behavior, rather than speculating upon unseen phenomena or inner quality. 

Naturalism is regarded as both an offshoot of realism and as a "separate and rather 

different school" (Stromberg xix), one based solely upon scientific observation and 

methodology. It becomes important later in the century. The Naturalist's view of reality, 

according to James Bissett Pratt, is not "to be colored or determined by the romantic and 

poetic tendencies of the human mind" (4). In fact, the Naturalist "cannot agree that 
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'beatuy is truth, truth beauty'," because "he is so prosaic as to question whether Keats' line 

really means anything at all" (5). 

Naturalism in Zola's Discourse 

Zola is known as the definitive "naturalistic" author. He contextualizes his 

hypothesis that human behavior depends almost exclusively upon hereditary 

predisposition and environmental influence in a twenty-volume series of novels written 

between 1871 and 1893 entitled Les Rougon-Macquart. Histoire naturelle et sociale 

d'une famille sous le Second-Empire. In this series, he traces and chronicles the 

behaviors of several members of a dysfunctional French family with a crumbling 

infrastructure, beginning with its genesis in a common ancestress named Adelaide 

Fouque, born in 1768. This matriarch's instability and hysterical tendencies 

metamorphose and reappear "naturally" as other forms of exaggerated passions in 

offspring generated by Adelaide's sexual encounters with her husband and then with a 

lover. The husband, a hardworking peasant named Rougon, fathers one son before he 

dies. After his death, Adelaide takes up with Macquart, a drunkard embued with a 

criminal penchant. This union produces two children, Ursule and Antoine, and one of the 

progeny of the latter, Gervaise, becomes the protagonist of L'Assommoir. Gervaise 

subsequently produces a female offspring who is the subject of Zola's study in Nana. 

Above all else, Zola seeks "truth" in both of these novels. In the preface to 

L'Assommoir, he defends his work as a "work of truth, the first novel about the common 

people which does not tell lies but has the authentic smell of the people" (21 ). To 

accurately document the "smell" requires many hours of research and personal 

observation. Stromberg notes that both "Zola and the Goncourt brothers assiduously 

collected material by carefully observing people and noting the information accurately 

and methodically" (xvii). Zola's early work in journalism perfects his ability to record 

and describe minute details. He takes voluminous notes not only about events and scenes 

which he witnesses first-hand, but also about what he gleans from books he reads and 

from people he interviews. 

His research for L'Assommoir emanates largely from his experiences during the 

years which he spends as a struggling writer in the poorer parts of Paris. But he 

supplements this knowledge with material from a sociological study of the Paris working 

class published in 1870. Leonard Tancock, in his introduction to a translation of 

L'Assommoir, speculates that Zola takes many of the observations about slum life and 

even some of the nicknames and language which he uses from this treatise by Denis 
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1870 et ce qu'il peut etre (16). 
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Zola's scrutiny of trivia is no less exhaustive for Nana. In this work the premise 

upon which he begins is the "question of heredity in Nana. An extreme case of the 

Rougon-Macquarts. The product of Gervaise and an alcoholic, Coupeau" (qtd. in Holden 

13). The author cannot rely upon past experience, however, to accurately study Nana, for 

he is in 1867, when he begins collecting documentation for the discourse, "leading a 

chaste, hard-working life ... [with] neither the money, the time nor the inclination to mix 

with the courtesans of the demi-monde" (Holden 7). So Zola incorporates knowledge 

collected from others into his book. Documentary forays into the Cafe Anglais, "that 

great haunt of the jeunesse doree of the Second Empire" (Holden 9), discussions with 

men who have entertained courtesans, and a visit to a "high-class coquette's" house 

(Holden 1 0), all yield what Zola feels is reliable evidence to support his thesis that this 

woman who suffers from flawed hereditary predisposition and then is forced to exist on 

the streets shall "end up regarding man as a material to exploit, becoming a force of 

Nature, a ferment of destruction, but without meaning to ... " (Zola qtd. in Holden 12). 

That heredity plays a decisive role in both protagonists' lives becomes apparent 

from the outset of L'Assommoir. Gervaise introspectively reflects that 

in fact she was like her mother, a tireless worker who died 
in harness, having been a beast of burden to old Macquart for 
over twenty years. Of course, she was still quite slender 
whereas her mother had shoulders broad enough to break her 
way through a door, but all the same she took after her in the 
way she devoted herself to people. Even her slight limp she got 
from the poor woman, whom old Macquart used to thrash the 
life out of. . . . (54) 

While Gervaise initially avoids alcohol because she has witnessed its deleterious effects 

upon human beings, the predilection to turn to it lies buried in her genetic makeup. In 

fact, she "used to drink anisette with her mother in Plassans in the old days. But one day 

it nearly did her in .... " (56). 

If Gervaise suffers hereditary weakness, that dysfunction is intensified in her 

daughter, Nana. For Nana's father, Gervaise's husband, Coupeau, is also descended from 

stock tainted with alcoholic excess. His father, Old Man Coupeau, a roofer, died because 

he was drunk one day when he went to work, and he fell from the roof which he was 

repairing. For awhile, "this family memory kept them all sober" (56). Coupeau's mother 

drank "just like everybody else ... a drop now and again" (413). 
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When debilitating hereditary traits such as these are inherited by humans who 

must survive in an abusive environment, the results, according to Zola, are characters 

which are "not bad, but only ignorant and spoilt" by the "grinding toil and poverty in 

which they live" (qtd. in Tancock 21). Incipient squalor surrounds Gervaise. The room 

in which she first resides has only a "walnut chest with one drawer missing, three cane

bottomed chairs" and a "little grease-stained table with the cracked water-jug standing on 

it" (23). The building into which she later moves seethes in the throes of the collective 

sighs of its shopworn tenants. Staircase B is "grey and grimy" with "slippery banisters 

and steps, the flaking walls showing bare plaster ... [and] reeking with a strong smell of 

dinner" (67). Some of Zola's most powerful description can be found in his word pictures 

of places such as this. 

Passages ran off from each landing, echoing with noise, 
doors opened off from them, painted yellow but blackened 
round the latch from dirty hands, and at the window level 
the drains gave off a fetid humanity, the stench of which 
mingled with the sharp smell of boiled onion. (67) 

If Gervaise is forced into this environment as an adult, her daughter is born into it. 

Michael Schnepfs analysis of the milieu which shapes Nana's character is revealing. Not 

only is Nana exposed to squalor in her neighborhood, but she witnesses every day the 

paradoxical behavior of her parents, who expect her to ignore the alcohol abuse, 

gluttony, and sexual licentiousness which they practice and to which she is frequently a 

witness. Schnepf posits that this fetid and carnal atmosphere, along with hereditary 

leanings, form the core of the "deterministic force" in Nana, a force as "blatant as it is 

inescapable" (21). When Nana feels threatened by poverty or fear, she reverts to 

behaviors established as a child to relieve those conditions. She revisits what Zola calls 

the "mud of her childhood" or the "dung" (333) on which she has grown to womanhood, 

the "low dance-halls where she had kicked up her heels as a girl" and the dark corners 

where, "when she was fifteen, men used to fondle her on corner-posts" (270). 

Whether or not Zola truly believes that his rhetoric maintains objectivity is 

debated by most critics, but all agree that his work, while not an iconoclastic diatribe, still 

harshly critiques an emerging bourgeois hegemony and a decaying aristocratic French 

dynasty. Stromberg notes that while Zola can remain "morally neutral toward his facts by 

overtly neither praising nor blaming" (xvii), he can not and does not "treat" his material 

in a scientific fashion. Neither does he remove from it all emotion, for his discourse 

exudes anger directed at inept political, social, and religious fathers. George Holden 

states that "it is more than likely that Zola was well aware of the flaws in his argument" 
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(5). And, indeed, Zola labels L'Assommoir "the most moral of all my books" (21). That 

he "reports" only facts cogent to proving his premise and removes any dialectic interplay 

slants all of his work in a subtle but effective didactic manner toward a pessimistic belief 

that can be axiomatically interpreted as "life is a bitch, and then you die." As Leonard 

Tancock states, "The real villain of [L'Assommoirl is the hopelessness of the human 
condition" (10). 

Both L'Assommoir and Nana depict wretched collective humanity, rich and poor, 

destined to die wretchedly. There exists no redeeming good or damning evil, no 

supernatural intervention to make death more palatable. All humans face the same end. 

Like bubbles which appear on the surface of what Sherman Eoff metaphorically describes 

as the naturalist's "seething pool" of people, individual acts of courage and caring 

disappear with the movement of the stream. Although there is "vitality in these wretched 

victims of fate" (Stromberg 121), that is soon sapped. L'Assommoir concentrates on the 

poor. Gervaise dies at age forty-one under the staircase which has become her home, 

after prostituting herself, doing "dirty jobs around the place" (422), and eating garbage. 

She is discovered in her hole, "turning green already" when tenants note a "nasty smell in 

the passage" (422). The narrator of L'Assommoir postulates that although starvation 

appears to kill her, "the truth was that she died of poverty" (422), like her husband 

Coupeau, whose final attack of delirium tremens leaves him leaping from "corner to 

corner," hitting the walls with soft bones and flesh that "sounded like wet tow" ( 419), and 

like Lalie, the young girl who lives in the same building and is beaten and starved by her 

father. 

N ana, conversely, focuses on members of the aristocracy, who are distinguished 

only by their wealth, not by their morals, in the hubbub of Zola's "swelling crowds" 

(349). The Prince is pictured in his "masquerade of royalty ... surrounded by whores, 

huskers, and pimps" (152). Nana, the quintessential courtesan, looks "every bit a society 

lady" (256) and even has her own "livery" (314). The "most distinguished-looking men 

were the most obscene" (272). All fall prey to Zola's pessimistic predilections. A variety 

of heinous happenings eventually annihilates both an effete and debased ruling class and 

an emerging and similarly debased bourgeois. Men commit suicide by fire and self

inflicted violence. They are ruined financially and imprisoned for debt. Women die 

young from the effects of prostitution and hard life, and Nana herself dies hideously 

disfigured from smallpox, while the rest of French society marches to its doom in a futile 

war effort, shouting "To Berlin!" (469) in naive defense of a country which is 



decomposing like Nana's corpse, a "heap of pus and blood, a shovelful of putrid flesh" 
(469). 
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As Zola does not maintain objectivity concerning "realistic" portrayal of life, but 

skews facts to support his pessimistic premise, so he does not "report" only scientific, 

unemotional sexual encounters. In fact, sex as a procreative enterprise is completely 

discarded and replaced with sex encoded as only one of many gluttonous passions which 

create a human condition so hopeless. A menage a trois between Gervaise, her husband, 

and her former lover, Lantier, forms the axis around which these protagonists' lives 

crumble. Likewise, Nana's sexual prowess controls both her life and the lives of those 

with whom she has contact. Numerous critics have identified what Michael Schnepf 

corroborates, that "sexuality is at the heart of the philosophical statement emanating from 

Nana and many of the other nineteen Rougon-Macquart novels" (26). Masochistic and 

sadistic sexual perversion is often explicitly detailed. N ana and Count Moffatt devise 

foreplay which involves slapping or biting, and their games reduce them to animalistic 

histrionics. They play "bear," as the Count goes "down on all fours, growling and biting 

her calves" (441) and "dog," foreplay involving fetching, sitting up, and begging. 

Homoerotic behavior between Nana and her girlfriend Satin, as they "mingle their kisses 

with laughter" (327), dances frequently through Nana's heterosexual encounters. Even a 

suggestion of incest between N ana and her son is implied. 

Zola's attempt at objectivity means also the elimination of prototypical plot 

design, although both L'Assommoir and Nana follow a fairly detailed initial plan. Zola 

states his plan for L'Assommoir in the preface to his work. 

I wanted to depict the inevitable downfall of a working-class 
family in the polluted atmosphere of our urban areas. The 
logical sequence to drunkenness and indolence is the 
loosening of family ties, the filth of promiscuity, the progressive 
loss of decent feelings and, as the climax, shame and death. (21) 

Zola submitted this plan for Nana to his publisher in 1869: 

A novel set in the world of pleasure and prostitution with 
Louise Duval, the daughter of a working-class couple, as the 
heroine. . . . Poignant drama of a woman's life ruined by the 
appetite for luxury and facile pleasures. (qtd. in Holden 6) 

Both books become "fictional biographies" of the lives of these women at critical points 

in their histories, and ultimately microcosmic representations of France at the same 

critical periods. Gervaise is born in 1828, and Nana in 1851. Gervaise is alive during the 

"June Days" of 1848, when the proletariat ousts the remnants of the Bourbon empire 
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which has ruled France for all but a few years since 1589. The turbulent lives of both 

women parallel an equally turbulent existence for the country. Both die before 1871, 

when a second attempt by Parisian radicals to overthrow the newly established National 

Assembly is squelched during the "Bloody Week" of May, 1871. A contemporary of 

Zola's, Edmond Goncourt, writes in his Journal of this event and of his fear that 

government is "passing from the hands of the have's to those of the have-not's, from those 

who have a material interest in the preservation of society to those who have no interest 

whatever in order, stability, or preservation" (82). 

Even though they do not witness the "Bloody Week," (Gervaise dies in 1869 and 

Nana in 1870), both women are descended from the "have-not's," and, as such, form part 

of the materialistic bourgeois hegemony which Zola distrusts as much as his peer. In 

fact, because of Zola's masterful mythopoeic undergirding, Gervaise and Nana become 

multivalent symbolic creatures, representative of both individual and societal decay. It is 

significant that both of the women die almost simultaneously with the demise of the 

Bonapartist Empire. 

Braddon's Early French Association 

Braddon's interest in and knowledge of the French novel and its thematic 

"realistic" emphasis manifested itself early in her career. Even after critics like William 

Gregg in 1860 labeled French fiction "the lowest deep" (400), Braddon never disavowed 

it as one source of her ideas. In fact, Christine Devonshire postulates in her 1990 

dissertation that "far from seeking to disassociate herself from French fiction Braddon's 

novels and her own admissions reveal her knowledge and indebtedness to it" (126). 

More than once Braddon extolled both the virtues and the vices of French writers and 

their works, which she was able to read in their native language "as easily as English" 

(Devonshire 122). Not only did Braddon claim to have knowledge of French stories, she 

frequently admitted copying them. She wrote to Bulwer in 1863 that she had "read 

Soulie, at least many of his stories, and have helped myself very freely to some of them 

for my Anonymous work" (Wolff "Devoted" 30). In answer to her mentor's inquiry in 

1864, Braddon confirmed that "the idea of the 'Doctor's Wife' is founded on 'Madame 

Bovary' the style of which book struck me immensely in spite of it's [sic] hideous 

immorality" (Wolff "Devoted" 22). So closely does the story follow Haubert's, that 

Judith Mitchell posits it as the primary model for George Moore's realistic study in A 

Mummer's Wife, instead of its French progenitor. 
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In 1867, Braddon was attacked in Blackwood's for infusing the "noxious topics" 

which had so "fatally injured the French school of fiction" (257) into English literature. 

Later in the year, she was indicted by the Pall Mall Gazette for plagiarism of Octave 

Feuillet's play, Dalila, in a book entitled Circe, written under Braddon's pseudonym, 

Babington White. The anonymous writer of the article accused Braddon of "absolute 

dishonesty ... trying to palm off on the English public as an original novel a book stolen 

from the French" (Dalila 9). Robert Wolff avers the accuracy of the anonymous accuser, 

affirming that "MEB had taken most of Circe from Feuillet and one episode from Balzac" 

(Wolff Sensational 214 ). In 1868, Braddon openly admitted in her letters to "helping 

herself' once again to French fiction when writing her 1868 publication, Dead Sea Fruit. 

"The subject I propose handling is rather a critical one. A man of fifty ... finds himself 

in love ... and finds a rival in his unknown son. The idea is taken from the French stage" 

(Wolff "Devoted" 135). 

The noticeable French "borrowings" in Braddon's discourse waned from 1868 to 

the mid-1870's. But "as early as 1879, she began to experiment with Zolaesque episodes" 

(Wolff Sensational 257). And her mid-career fiction is punctuated with attempts to copy 

Zola's work. In 1879, she wrote The Cloven Foot. a story centering around a French 

ballet-dancer named La Chicot, whom Wolff calls "a true Bacchante" (291). The Parisian 

passages in this novel suggest episodes from Zola's Nana, but Zola's story was not 

released serially until six months after Braddon had finished The Cloven Foot. However, 

Braddon had obviously begun scrutinizing what would become a long list of publications 

containing scenes typical of the more "sensational" French lifestyle. 

In 1883, the year before Ishmael was published, Braddon's book, The Golden 

Calf, expounds upon current sentiments relating to man's inherent nature. It explores the 

supposition that a man with a given hereditary disposition toward alcohol abuse will 

ultimately die from drinking too much. Indeed, the protagonist, Ida, the apotheosis of 

duty-bound British womanhood, faces constant tests from the manifestation of her 

husband's slow alcoholic degeneration. Those manifestations include hallucinations, 

verbal abuse, profuse perspiration, fast but weak pulse, insomnia, and a variety of other 

symptoms. That Braddon had read Zola's 1877 L'Assommoir is evident in the book's 

subject matter and premise. Already, however, the divergence of her philosophy from 

Zola's about man's inherent nature is apparent. Conclusions about why the antagonist's 

sickness eventually kills him demonstrate even in 1879 that Braddon assumed for 

man/woman a free will, one that is Kantian in its strength to create subjective certitudes 

and reify abstracts in order to maintain control of "nature." For Ida believes as her 



creator, that "every man is his own master--he can mold his life as he likes" (269). Her 

husband conversely blames his propensity for alcohol on "temperament--hereditary 
instinct" (269). 
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This precept of "free will," so pervasive in all ofBraddon's writing, immediately 

postures her work in opposition to Zola's deterministic tautologies. In Phantom Fortune, 

published in 1883, the protagonist touts hereditary genius as "one of our modem vogues," 

and notes that "when a man's grandfather was a rogue, there must be a taint in the blood" 

(qtd. in Wolff Sensational 295). That a man or woman does not have to be a sl2.ve to 

heredity, however, is also obvious, and that humans' actions during life will impact their 

ultimate ends is assured, as the heroine of this story is finally ejected from society and 

"broken by her experiences" (Wolff Sensational295). 

Manifestations of/Divergences from Zola in Ishmael 

When Braddon penned Ishmael in 1884, her quintessential "Zolaesque" rhetorical 

effort, she lacked objectivity as in her previous efforts, interposing an a priori assumption 

about the existence of the human will as the undergirding strategy for the book, and thus 

a "hopeful human condition" as the basic "truth." But she followed her mentor's 

methodology, collecting as much information about the subject as possible, using Zola's 

work, among others, as documentation for Parisian scenes. Braddon never lived in Paris, 

so she never actually visited the places described in Ishmael. Instead, she recalled that 

she had "read most of Zola's books at one time or another" because the "action of a 

considerable portion ... takes place .in the French capital. My good friend M. Rolandi, of 

the library in Bemers Street, told me that I must read Zola if I wished to know modem 

Paris" (Holland "Fifty" 700). Additionally, she probably read Taxile Delord's Histoire du 

Second Empire (Wolff Sensational 312) for her pictures of Louis Napoleon's coup d'etat. 

Braddon's propensity for avid reading of history, beginning with the research which she 

conducted for her first commissioned work, a volume of verses on Garibaldi, so enriched 

her imagination that what Henry James calls her "very knowing English" (593) came 

largely from books and newspaper reports. Her practiced transcription of what she 

absorbed, even before she wrote Ishmael, makes it "almost impossible to distinguish in 

her novels when she is recreating imaginatively from what she has read and when she is 

writing from experience" (Devonshire 141). So successful was she at swallowing, 

digesting, and regurgitating collected data in Ishmael, that one reviewer of the book 

noted: 



Descriptions of Parisian life before '48 ... vivid pictures 
of the working-classes and of the seething discontent and 
agitation that led to the rapid and easy overthrow of the 
Citizen King; curious studies of the tricks of trade in its 
lower walks, bear testimony to the author's diligent and 
extensive reading and assimilation of the history, memoirs, 
and newspaper literature of the period. ("Miss" 1274) 
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From her extensive research, Braddon pulled bits of data to test whether heredity's 

role in behavior inclination is indeed significant. Both of her heroes, Ishmael and 

Paquerette, descend from families with psychotic, unstable tendencies, including a 

propensity for alcohol. Ishmael's mother, Coralie Caradec, possesses a "diabolical 

temper" (Ill) and an instability which drives her always to satisfy her own immediate 

desires, living only for "dress and pleasure" (121). When Ishmael is very young, she 

abandons her husband and elopes with a lover, finally dying from drinking too much 

brandy, "that certain failing which was only spoken of in whispers" (121). Her 

inconstancy is offset somewhat by Ishmael's father, who is "the descendant of a good old 

Breton family, a race that had never been rich, and which had been going downward 

financially for the last hundred years," but one that never forgets its "honors and 

achievements" and its "superiority to the common herd" (I 8). His temper, like that of his 

wife, is highly volatile. In a fit of rage, he follows his estranged wife when she elopes, 

and he murders her lover, leaving Coralie and Ishmael to fend for themselves without 

support of any kind, never loving Ishmael as a father should, knowing what his "mother 

was, and that the blood in [his] veins is bad enough" (179). 

Paquerette's family lineage shows less stability than Ishmael's. Her grandfather, 

Pere Lemoine, is an "artist to the tips of his finger-nails" (I 111). But additionally, he is a 

"drunkard" and an "idler" who spends most of his time in a low tavern called The Faithful 

Pig, working only enough hours to support his drinking habit. Pere Lemoine's father, like 

himself, has been an artisan "working independently at his own goodwill" (1119). Mere 

Lemoine, Paquerette's grandmother, is "a person of fretful disposition, given to tears, and 

not innocent of a liking for wine and spirits" (I 121). Both of Paquerette's grandparents 

possess explosive temperaments, often quarreling violently with each other and with 

Paquerette's mother, Jeanneton, who herself is "fond of pleasure, and somewhat vain of 

her pale, fair prettiness" (1121). When she elopes with Paquerette's father, Pere Lemoine 

wishes her dead (I 137). The identity of Paquerette's father remains an enigma until the 

story's end, when surprising events identify him as Dumont, the son of a doctor who, as a 

"born gamester," lacks "the blessed gift of patience" (III 94), and ultimately loses 
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everything, including his wife and child. Pere Lemoine, not knowing who Paquerette's 

father is, speculates anyway that his granddaughter has a "villain's blood in her veins" (I 

145), but Ishmael, also ignorant of Paquerette's paternal lineage, sees the "air and 

instincts of a lady" (Ill 47) in his wife and "the arched instep, the well-cut features, the 

lean tapering hand and wrist of a gentleman" (Ill 40) in Dumont. 

Given these inherent leanings, Braddon's characters move from one environment 

to another, experiencing various milieu, testing the hypothesis which undergirds Zola's 

Rougon-Macquart series. The quote from Victor Duruy's L'Introduction Generale a 

l'Histoire de France which George Moore uses in 1885 as the epistemological basis for 

his novel A Mummer's Wife could have been Braddon's as well: 

Change the surroundings in which man lives, and, in two or 
three generations, you will have changed his physical 
constitution, his habits of life, and a goodly number 
of his ideas. (Moore xi) 

Born in Pen-Hoel, one of the oldest chateaus in Brittany, Ishmael is jerked at a 

young age from that environment to the Isle of Bourbon, a "volcanic island--a vision of 

lofty mountain-peaks, snow-clad and dazzling; a fertile shore ... a blue, bright sea" (I 15) 

and then back to the Bois de Boulogne, just outside of Paris, to a small house with 

"ceilings and doors painted with Cupids and rose garlands; looking-glasses wherever they 

could be introduced; gilding everywhere" (122). Here he spends hours each day in the 

garden, surrounded by livery servants, never learning to read. When he is nine, Ishmael 

moves again to a hotel at Dieppe, to a "pretty little room with a balcony overlooking the 

sea" (127). Later in that year, uprooted once more, he lives in a "somewhat tawdry hotel" 

(I 30) in the Rue St. Honore, where his mother informs him that they have no permanent 

home. For some time after that, Ishmael faces new surroundings frequently, living in 

smaller and dingier places until finally he awakes one morning in what seems to him to 

be a prison cell, with only a narrow iron bedstead and a rush-bottomed chair in his sixth

story apartment room. This quadrangle, with its "shabby windows with every blind or 

curtain with clothes hanging out to dry--with all those signs of humble poverty" (I 32) 

remains Ishmael's home until after his tenth birthday, when he is returned to Pen-Hoel, 

where he remains for seven years still unwanted by his father and confined to eating 

"hard cheese, harder cider, and black bread" (159) in the kitchen with the servants. He 

returns finally to Paris to begin a new life amidst the same abject conditions which he has 

left at age ten. In her description of the adult Ishmael's first Paris dwelling, Braddon's 

discourse begins to "smell" like Zola's. Ishmael climbs a "greasy stair" where "the 

odours ... were almost endurable" (195). 
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Although Ishmael's childhood accommodations are sometimes wretched, 

Paquerette's never leave that state. She begins to "grow and bud and bloom" in a "dingy 

dwelling-place, amid foul odours which grow fouler with the passing years; within the 

sound of loud tongues which change one slang to another, and one form of blasphemy for 

another" (1149). Zola's echoes resonate in Braddon's Parisian back streets redolent of 

poverty. Paquerette frequently visits the wine shop for her grandmother 

in the close and foetid alley round the corner--the wretched 
lane where the waste from the dyer's workshop made pools 
of crimson water that lay like blood-stains in the muddy 
hollows, besides a gutter half-choked with refuse cabbage-leaves, 
egg shells, and an occasional dead cat. (1155) 

Zolaesque characters reared in such an atmosphere as either of Braddon's 

protagonists would never escape the damning effects, even if the milieu could be altered. 

And, indeed, Paquerette, who suffers extreme deprivation as a child, cannot overcome 

inherent biological leanings and poverty-induced stigma even after Ishmael marries her 

and moves her to a "comparatively spacious apartment on the second floor" (II 102). A 

lack of moral fiber through both heredity and environment takes it toll upon the young 

Frenchwoman, and she discards mainstream middle-class respectability as she commits 

adultery and deserts her husband. 

Braddon envisions, like Zola, that circumstances can be blamed for faults and 

sms. She comments about the French working man through Ishmael: 

In a life where there were so many elements of degradation, 
so few of refinement, so many temptations to baseness, so 
few inducements to lofty thoughts, he did not look for ideal 
perfection; but he saw the rudiments of perfectability, and he 
told himself that with better surroundings and a better education 
the workingmen of Paris would shrink with horror from the 
low wine-shop and the lower dancing-room. . . . (I 216) 

But Braddon never excuses her characters for their actions, no matter what the reason. 

She, unlike Zola, is openly judgmental of persons who do not master their fates. For 

Braddon believes and demonstrates through her novels that whatever baggage 

accompanies humans hereditarily into this world is inconsequential when compared to the 

human will. Therefore, the reviewer for the Spectator properly notes Braddon's harshness 

with Paquerette: 

The reader ... is not touched by the passion of de Valnois 
for this false and peevish creature [Paquerette]. She is so thoroughly 
served right by all that afterwards happens to her that we cannot 



resist the conviction that Miss Braddon herself never cared about 
her at all. ... (1274) 
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Perhaps Braddon's prejudice stems from the fact that she herself had overcome the 

questionable hereditary dispensations of an alcoholic and profligate father and a poverty

stricken childhood to become the primary breadwinner for her mother and then for a 

family of as many as twelve. This she accomplished in an era when women were 

stereotypically marginalized. Braddon's female protagonist lacks the strength of will 

which Braddon so prized. 

What Paquerette is denied in will, however, Ishmael is granted. This archetypal 

"noble" man believes in himself, "without conceit or arrogance, but with that 

unquestionable faith in his own force and his own capacity which cannot be plucked from 

the breast of the conqueror elect in the world's strife" (I 91). He has an "indomitable 

belief in his own power to climb" (1217). Ishmael emerges from the seething masses as 

an individual, and while he holds the government partially accountable for the woes of 

society, he holds each individual accountable for his/her own choices. He revolts against 

the "mechanical drill involved in the Karl Marxian theory of Socialism" (III 34), and he 

defends the premise that "there must be rich men and poor men" (III 43) in any society, 

"master-minds" (III 43) and others, even in the dialectically material Marxian world. 

Each character in Ishmael makes choices apart from both hereditary and milieu which 

directly impact individual quality of life. Pere Lemoine "might have been a master in the 

trade." Instead, "he was a slave" (I 112) because he makes a "choice" between "the two 

great high-roads of life" (1112). And even Paquerette is finally held solely responsible 

for all her own decisions, acknowledging that she is "base and ungrateful," with a 

"wicked heart" (Ill 291 ). Zola's bourgeois hegemony disappears in Braddon's 

individualistic paradigm, spawning a heterogeneous melange of independent persons. 

To organize the resulting chaos, Braddon turns in Ishmael to the value-system 

which orders her life, Christianity. Where Zola's overtly undergirding epistemology 

deploys inductive reasoning based only on perceived data, Braddon's relies on deductive 

reasoning using a syllogistic premise as a starting point, a premise based on faith. Her 

book supports the notion that "There is a God, and He is good. God created man in his 

own image. Therefore, man is good." 

What is necessary in this paradigm is to teach man how to be good. Thus, 

religious norms become "truth" in the parable of Ishmael, a nineteenth-century prodigal 

son, placing all human behaviors on a continuum ranging from "good" to "evil," 

identifying the salient characteristics of both ends of the spectrum, and encouraging 
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movement throughout toward the "good" end by punishing the evil with humiliation, 

starvation, and early death. Those exposed to religious doctrine when young, like 

Ishmael, whose early schooling comes from Father Bressant, subsist more comfortably, 

knowing the "truth" and trusting in a wise and just God to seek out evil, reward the 

"good" and punish the "bad." This faith arms a strong will, as Ishmael notes: 

~y belief in the God of truth and justice, of mercy and love, 
hes pretty deep in my heart. That faith has comforted me often 
when life went hard with me. I don't think it will be plucked 
out by the first bad company I may fall among. I have heard 
men sneer at all those things you have taught me before today, 
and have let their words go by me like the wind. I am not afraid 
of what Paris can do to me. (187) 

Michael Schnepf posits that George Moore equips Esther Waters with a "sense of 

moral dignity" (232) in an attempt to reduce the "fatalism inherent in Zola's naturalistic 

theory" (232). Braddon likewise arms her protagonist to battle those who follow 

"Voltaire" who "says there is no God, and that we are all fools to believe in justice and 

mercy up in the skies, when there are only the stars and millions of miles of empty space" 

(1126). Paradoxically, in order to do this, she must, like all authors, assume the role of 

God herself, and thus faces what Bloom calls the "double bind of two great injunctions" 

from a Protestant God; '"Be like me' and 'Do not presume to be like me'" (152). 

Punitive closure is essential for maintaining order in the pedagogical 

phenomenology of religion. Braddon, as God, must finally murder her "evil" characters, 

suggesting pessimistic Zolaesque outcomes. She sacrifices Paquerette accordingly. That 

this death seems just, however, and that the promise of a happier after-life is guaranteed, 

turns a possible pessimistic outcome into an optimistic one, for God has accomplished 

his/her mission, i.e., to rid the world of evil and thus maintain order. Paquerette dies 

peacefully, after "her sins were confessed and forgiven" (III 278), with "Ishmael's roses in 

her hands ... like a child sinking to sleep" (III 282). This scene is a far cry from the 

discovery of Gervaise "turning green already" and of Nana's decomposing corpse. 

More than one critic has denounced Braddon's fiction for forced endings, blaming 

her rewarding of "good" and punishing of "evil" on her desperation to be popular. The 

reviewer of The Lady's Mile in The Christian Remembrancer in 1866 notes that 

in comparing themselves with French novelists, our writers 
must feel at a cruel disadvantage, and must often be ashamed 
of the clumsy expedients they are driven to by punctilio, the 
necessities of the publisher, or whoever else feels the pulse 
of popular morality. ("Youth" 185) 
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Michael Sadleir laments that fate "doomed" Braddon "to live at a time when British 

Puritanism and its taboos were more powerful than ever before or since" (80) and that this 

caused her to sacrifice real talent on cosmetic facade. Ellen Miller Casey also believes 

that Braddon "succumbed to the pressure of other people's prudery" and thus perhaps 

"bored" and "embarrassed" herself (81) with her novel Vixen. Indeed, Braddon herself 

alludes in her letters more than once to the sacrifices in her writing which she made to 

please a public which expected, as Margaret Oliphant states, that "the wicked people" be 

"punished" and the "good people" be "rewarded, as they should be" (261). The option of 

eliminating her "Church-of-England" (Wolff Sensational266) Christian heritage from her 

writing may have been impossible for her, however, so thoroughly integrated are the 

two. As Zola's agnosticism influences his data selection, so Braddon's religious 

affiliation colors her work. 

Her religious affiliation may also have been the reason for her optimism, as her 

books reflect what she writes to Bulwer after her mother dies, that her "fondest hope" is 

"an early reunion" with the departed spirits of her mother and one of her children who has 

died previously (Wolff "Devoted" 147). To all the "trouble we give ourselves in living 

[this earthly life]" (qtd. in Sadleir 70), Braddon develops a kind of destiny-oriented 

approach, one which leads her to a "cheerful acceptance of the world as it is" (Sadleir 70). 

It also squelches baser passions, like sexual instinct, at least in her novels. Although 

Oliphant finds "sensuous raptures" in the "intense appreciation of flesh and blood" (259) 

which she thinks Braddon's early novels exhibit, later critics find few sexual innuendoes, 

and then only well-disguised ones. Sadleir notes that "in nearly every one of her plots 

there is a situation which would normally have arisen out of, or would normally develop 

into, some sexual irregularity. But it never does" (79). Judith Mitchell finds it 

"noteworthy (and slightly implausible) that there is absolutely no sexuality at all in The 

Doctor's Wife" (23). Ellen Miller Casey speculates that while Braddon chooses shocking 

subjects like bigamy or murder to write about, she always legitimizes sex with marriage 

and preserves appearances. "There is no simple fornication in Braddon's novels" (74). 

In Ishmael as in previous works, sexual interplay is implied, but never fully 

realized. What Zola uses so artfully as a manifestation of the gluttonous, irrational, 

animalistic nature of man, Braddon merely insinuates and then apologizes for. Readers 

surely wonder how Paquerette ever conceives a child with Ishmael, for all that Braddon 

discusses concerning the newlyweds' first year together is how Paquerette learns to play 

the piano. Why the heroine elopes with de V alnois also remains a mystery, for the 
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strongest manifestation of their desire for one another is a "meeting of impassioned eyes" 

while her "little hand lay in his like the pebble in the brook" (II 141). The only evidence 

at the crime scene of Paquerette's first adulterous night, the "fatal sign and token of her 

guilt" is the "cashmere shawl which her husband had given her" (II 214). Not even a 

tousled bed or woman's lingerie graces the pages of Braddon's book. Only some "happy 

hours ... half-veiled avowals of love, [and] ... happy drives back to Paris, when the chill 

breath of morning began to steal across the deepening dark of night" (II 237) suggest the 

uncontrolled passion which drives Paquerette "to the edge of the abyss" (II 236). 

Braddon does allow her heroine in this story to freely violate the seventh of the 

Ten Commandments and never legitimizes this adultery, however, signifying either a 

more progressive author or a more accepting public. The sexual urge does not, though, 

manifest itself as a causal factor for religious felony in Braddon's mid-career fiction 

except in implied terms. 

Unlike Zola's work, which contains essentially plot-free novels that move causally 

from one incident to the next in an overall "plan," Braddon's Ishmael suffers blatantly 

from a contrived plot. Ishmael leaves home and renounces family fortunes to become a 

Parisian carpenter. He has only two meetings with Paquerette, but she chooses him to run 

to when she leaves home. He not only shelters her, but marries her to protect her from all 

harm. She gets dissatisfied and elopes with a hack writer whom she eventually leaves. 

She then finds herself in the exact spot to overhear a plot to murder Ishmael whom she 

has not seen in seven years. She saves her soul and Ishmael's life by intercepting a knife 

blade intended for him. 

While Ishmael's leaving home is somewhat justified, Paquerette's dependence on 

the good will of a man with whom she has only a speaking acquaintance lacks credibility. 

That Ishmael marries her rather than sending her away stretches imagination even farther. 

Her accidental overhearing of the plot to murder Ishmael is totally incredulous. 

No matter how hard she tries, Braddon can never escape the "strong, coarse 

painting in blacks and whites" (Wolff "Devoted" 13) about which she complains 

frequently to Bulwer. "The minute I abandon melodrama," she writes in 1863, "I seem 

quite lost at sea" (Wolff "Devoted" 13). In 1872, she is still searching "for a rag of a plot 

whereon to hang three volumes of words" (Wolff "Devoted" 158). In 1884, the "rag" 

upon which she bases Ishmael interposes a complex fateful collaboration of events upon 

characters scarcely free to act according to the natural causative agents which move 

Zola's characters. While his ideology proposes that "fate should appear as inevitable 



workings-out of the laws of biology" (Miller vi), Braddon can not dismiss more than 

twenty years of formulaic plot concoction. 

Conclusion 

Zola comments in 1870 in the Goncourts' Journal about his fear that the ephebic 

writer like himself can say nothing new. 

After the analysis of the smallest subleties of feeling, such 
as Flaubert did in Madame Bovary, after the analysis of things 
~tistic, plastic, and neurotic, such as you have done, after these 
Jeweled works, these chiseled volumes, there is no room for the 
young, nothing for them to do, no characters left for them to 
conceive and construct. (qtd. in Stromberg 120) 
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His fear is well-founded, for what emerges from a comparison of L'Assommoir and Nana 

with Ishmael is that the work of both authors reflects an ideological pastiche of the 

philosophies of their predecessors. And the work also demonstrates a desire on the part 

of both creators to find a new way to say what has been said before while questioning 

archaic value-systems. 

To accomplish this, Zola discards traditional plot-centered novel-writing 

methodologies and instead collects extensive, observed data about his protagonists from 

which they "create themselves" in accordance with the hereditary factors inherent in their 

family lineages as manifested in specific closely controlled environments. The shocking 

candor with which he writes and the often explicitly detailed sexual exploits which he 

chronicles both exaggerate and brutalize the "realistic" format. From his work, Zola 

deletes any teleological implications of existence, posturing the work pessimistically in a 

search for the "truth." 

Braddon's work, conversely, adheres to salient Victorian didactic tactics. It is 

optimistically slanted, full of religious overtones, and minus any sexually explicit 

material. In the tradition of Dickens and Bulwer-Lytton, about whom Braddon bragged 

that "the art of the novelist has reached its highest perfection" (Wolff "Devoted" 132), 

this author relies heavily on contrived plot to control character movement. Her work 

begins and ends with predetermined "truths" based on a belief in a just and loving God. 

But in Ishmael, Braddon tests an unorthodox hypothesis, Zola's premise that 

heredity and milieu shape character, and she simultaneously attempts to say something 

new as she "challenges the definition of women's 'legitimate' experience" (Devonshire 22) 

by introducing the ideology of a risque French writer, as yet untranslated into Victorian 
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English. That Braddon finally discards Zola's theorem, and argues instead that no factors 

can rival the strength of the individual will in a "good" person, reveal in this prototypical 

mid-career discursive effort that although she craves modification in some of the 

monolithic value systems which govern her life, particularly those relating to women and 

the power structure which virtually excludes them, Braddon believes either that the 

systems themselves are fundamentally sound or that the punitive measures inherent in 

them prohibit blatant critique. 

Whether Braddon ever realizes that she deploys subversive tactics to try to modify 

the patriarchal system under which she lives is arguable. Why she never allows herself 

the freedoms which Zola, whom she thought had "achieved the most wonderful book that 

was ever written about the working classes of any country" (Wolff Sensational 319), 

allows himself remains a mystery likewise, speculated upon by critics like Wolff, Sadleir, 

Devonshire, and others. Nietzsche argues that naturalism throws art back to "its 

beginnings, its childhood, its incompleteness," and to escape this he feels that artists must 

limit themselves "in the strongest (perhaps most arbitrary) way" (165). What he posits, 

Braddon practices, perhaps to the detriment of her professional development and her 

desire to be a canonical candidate. If Braddon is considered an agent of change in a 

restless society with an ever-growing, heterogeneous middle class, then Wolffs 

assessment of "MEB as Zola" is correct, for she is an exemplary part of a shift in power, 

but one tempered with the "moderation and decency, the common self-restraint which 

good feeling should impose upon every writer of fiction" (Braddon qtd. in Wolff 

Sensational 320). 



CHAPTER V 

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS 

This thesis has identified and studied three of the reasons for the appeal of 

Braddon's writing, both to her Victorian readers and to those of us reading her work a 

century later. All three are facets of the arsenal of weapons which Braddon uses in the 

subversive attack on power imbalances which she launches with Lady Audley's Secret 

and which she continues to use in her mid-career efforts, particularly Ishmael. Through 

its "veiling" of characters, allowing them "space" in which to move, then through its 

picturing of more failed than successful marriages, and finally through its importing of 

the seemingly unorthodox methodology of an author scorned by Victorian hierarchy, 

Ishmael effectively undercuts patriarchal dominance and questions "father figures" and 

their "wisdom" at all levels. As a social treatise, then, the novel merits study. The 

"artistic" value which Ishmael manifests remains elusive, however, and whether Braddon 

should, as Robert Wolff believes, "be rescued from an oblivion she never deserved" 

(Sensational 16), can to some extent be measured by using this mid-career work as the 

source of comparison and study. 

Formulating an approach from which to measure the validity of Wolffs argument 

presents the critic with a task more challenging than the evaluation itself. Even among 

Braddon's contemporaries disagreement existed concerning how to value a literary work 

of art. Opinions about whether an authorial rhetorical stance was necessary to make the 

discourse canonical varied from Ruskin's moralistic essential of "noble grounds for noble 

emotions" ("Modem" 878) to Wilde's disclaimer that "there is no such thing as a moral or 

an immoral book" (21). Matthew Arnold sought "touchstones" to help the critic "see the 

object as in itself it really is" ("Essays" 522), while Walter Pater believed no one standard 

could define aesthetic beauty, because this quality, "like all other qualities presented to 

human experience, is relative" (729) and thus varies from person to person. My critical 

analysis will synthesize the two latter views, combining what Arnold defined as a 

"disinterested endeavor to learn and propagate the best that is known and thought in the 

world" ("Essays" 535) with Pater's more subjective search for the personal reasons behind 

the "special impression of beauty or pleasure" (730) which characterize Ishmael. 

If the ultimate goal of art is to hold the interest of the reading public, and the goal 

of the artist to bring pleasure, then Braddon's work definitely qualifies as artistic and 

Braddon herself qualifies as artist. Her imaginative talents never diminish, and in some 
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areas, her writing abilities grow stronger with the passing of the years. As Braddon 

grows more adept at her craft, the quality of the descriptive passages in her fiction 

approximates that of her contemporaries. She uses innovative plot design throughout her 

career to stimulate active audience association. Unlike Tennyson's authorial persona who 

builds a "Palace of Art" in which to dwell, Braddon lives always in the "cottage in the 

vale" (24 ), a part of the "philistinian" army which Arnold so despises. All of her writing 

reflects her interest in identifying with those who read her novels, not distancing herself 

from them. This "knowing" quality is perhaps the most salient feature of her work. 

Apparent in her early fiction, it informs not just the marginal asides, but the actual 

structure of Ishmael. Familiarity with her audience additionally allows Braddon to 

subliminally suggest alternative lifestyles, and thus her work influences the mores of her 

Victorian readers. 

Ironically, what makes Braddon's artistic achievements "good" also prevents 

them from becoming "classic." She uses too much descriptive detail, which often 

becomes superfluous and distracting. Plot design rules character movement in a novel 

which purports to be "naturalistic." While Braddon "knows" her audience, she is well

acquainted with only a handful of her characters. They adopt no significance outside 

themselves. 

This novel, like previous ones, is thematically evasive, lacking the "intensity of 

illusion" which Henry James thought so valuable. In Ishmael, Braddon more frequently 

"tells" than "shows." This telling distances Braddon from her work, and removes what 

James identifies as one of Zola's most powerful tools in L'Assommoir, his "copious 

personalism of the picture" which "remains its note and its strength" (Notes 57). While 

Braddon copies his style, she never appropriates Zola's "personalism." 

Most frequently the critics of Braddon's work blame her reading public and the 

need which she felt to please it more than Braddon's talent (or lack thereof) for the 

shortcomings identified. Questions about whether Braddon could have "plumbed to 

permanent values" (Booth 111) had she disregarded popular opinion remain unanswered. 

She is accused by Bulwer of a "want of earnestness" in her work, to which she responded 

that she lived with and reflected the attitudes of a people much too practical to be poetic. 

Braddon seems to have realized her faults and struggled to correct them. Her mid-career 

fiction reflects her desire to emulate other authors whose work she considers superior to 

hers. In some ways, this fiction shows attempts to expand Braddon's limited horizons 

past the covers of her books. Particularly in Ishmael, Braddon is able to synthesize innate 

writing skills with learned techniques, creating what rightfully can be called by Wolff a 
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Braddonian "masterpiece." The reviewer from The Spectator notes that she "never 

produces a more striking and interesting character" than her hero in this story, nor a more 

powerful historical saga, one that, even with its faults, gives pleasure to many readers. 

Description. Plot Design. Audience Identification 

One of the features of Zola's writing which Braddon admires most and seeks to 

copy is his detailed description of places, things, and events. Wolff notes that this accent 

on minutia reinforces Braddon's "own long-standing inclinations as a writer" (299). She 

begins at the garden of Audley Court, with its 

fish pond, and an orchard bordered by a dry moat, and a 
broken ruin of a wall, in some places thicker than it was high, 
and everywhere overgrown with trailing ivy, yellow stonecrop, 
and dark moss. . . . (I 1) 

Even Braddon's most strident critics, like Henry Mansel, applaud this facet of her texts 

early on in her career, and credit her with drawing "highly-coloured portraits" (491). 

Henry James states that "like all women, she has a turn for color; she knows how to 

paint" ("Miss" 594). For the remainder of her career, Braddon moves in a world of 

details. By 1884, polished pictures mark her work. In Ishmael, she convincingly 

describes Ishmael's home as a child, a 

great bare barrack, with its endless corridors and its hundred 
rooms, carpetless boards, bricked passages. . . . Every one who 
rubbed against the wall seemed to leave the taint and smear of a 
sordid existence behind; everyone who mounted the stairs left 
the print of dirty boots. (I 36) 

Just as plausible is her picture of Paris in August, when 

a heavy stagnant atmosphere of heat brooded over the Place 
de Bastille and the faubourg St. Antoine, and hung like a 
ragged veil upon the cemetery yonder, and the wild crags 
and precipices of the stone quarries by the buttes Chaumont. 
(1132) 

Paquerette's home comes to life as Braddon pictures the windows in the storied complex 

where her heroine lives: 

At some windows clothes were hanging out to dry; at some ... 
there were flowers. Here and there hung a bird cage. . . . Some 
windows were screened by a bright -coloured curtain, across 
another hung a limp and dirty rag. . . . Children were hanging out 
of some windows, women were looking out of others. Before one 



a man was shaving himself in an airy costume of shirt and braces. 
At another a girl was peeling potatoes. (I 158) 
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In addition to her vivification of places, Braddon's description of events merits praise. 

The review of Ishmael in The Athenaeum lauds Braddon's account of the coup d' etat as 

"exciting a bit of narrative as any novel reader could wish for" and "as vivacious as if it 

had been written by an eye witness" (303). 

Indeed, when the "single shot" which starts the massacre is fired, Braddon seems 
to have been there. 

Men, women, and children fled, or flung themselves flat upon 
the ground before that hailstorm of bullets. Windows, shutters, 
were closed in the wildest haste. A child playing by a fountain--
an old man of eighty--a woman with an infant in her arms, clasped 
close against her breast even in death ... here a bookseller on the 
threshold of his shop, there the marchand de coco, with his shining 
tin fountain ... none were exempt from the slaughter. (I 277) 

Braddon fuses her pictures into ever-more-imaginative plot sequences with 

"consummate skill" (lshmael303). Even Margaret Oliphant admits early in Braddon's 

career that "Miss Braddon has proved that she can invent a story" (264). Wolff notes 

how she transcends her original "sensational" formula by "experimenting, innovating, 

developing, and improving" (Sensational8) her story-telling techniques. She moves from 

novels defined only by their intrigue to those like The Lady's Mile, critical of Victorian 

social mores and those, like The Green Curtain, historical or biographical in nature. Her 

theatrical experience informs the plot structure in her work. 

Christine Devonshire links Braddon's "concept of narrative" ( 175) specifically to 

the theater, where time lapses and energetic pace seem to mirror stage production. As in 

the earlier fiction about which Devonshire writes, Braddon's mid-career work in Ishmael 

also draws heavily on theatrical narrative structure. Characters disappear and reappear as 

if they have gone offstage. When Paquerette elopes with de Valnois, Braddon closes the 

curtain for thirteen years and jumps from 1854 to 1867. Much of Book Three, following 

this interval, contains information about Ishmael only; Paquerette is not mentioned until 

late in the novel when her function as deus ex machina sent to save Ishmael requires that 

she reappear. When she does reenter the story, the plot takes an unexpected and exciting 

turn, catching the reader's interest as the story moves toward an emotional climax. 

Used as a novelistic device, the dramatic scene can be effective. Richard 

Blackmur notes how Henry James frequently employs it to objectify his "Indirect 

Approach" and "give it self-limiting form" (xviii). Braddon appropriates this tactic, 
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however, to reinforce what Devonshire calls "the most important factor influencing Mary 

Braddon's sense of herself as a writer ... her sense of her relationship with her readers" 
(143). 

Braddon's mid-career fiction never ignores this sense. Every critic who puzzles 

over her phenomenal success eventually pinpoints this epicenter. Early critics, like 

James, note that in an effort to "catch the public ear," Braddon's art keeps "up with the 

subtle innovations" and "delicate fluctuations of the public taste" ("Miss" 594). Later 

critics, like Arnold Bennett, comment upon Braddon's "adaptation" skills. Still more 

recent critics, like Sadleir, identify her ability to "give her worldliness just the right 

amount of play and to permit her heroines just the right amount of license" (79). 

Braddon herself concedes that she learned to write for the "Circulating Library 

and the young lady readers who are its chief supporters" (Wolff "Devoted" 14). In The 

Doctor's Wife, a character named Mr. Sigismund Smith, "a sensation author," admits that 

he writes for his "public, which was a public that bought its literature in the same manner 

as its pudding--in penny slices" (I 17). Contented and "well-paid for his work," Mr. 

Smith simultaneously nurtures a secret ambition, which is "to write a great novel; and the 

archetype of this magnum opus was the dream which he carried about with him wherever 

he went, and fondly nursed by night and day" (117). Implicit in his (and his creator's) 

distinction between the reality and the dream lies the conviction that those who write 

primarily to please the public and sell books cannot create great art. Certainly, Bulwer, in 

his early letters to Braddon, suggested this, for in her responses to him is always an 

apologetic note. In 1872, she responded to his review of her latest novel, "I quite feel the 

force of what you say--neither characters nor plot are very interesting" (Wolff "Devoted" 

150), and, always, she separates her public's desires from Bulwer's commentary, trying to 

"please [him] this time" (Wolff "Devoted" 135) rather than "them." 

Matthew Arnold's views were analogous with Bulwer's ideas about the 

oxymoronic relationship between art and the "public." He deplored the newly created 

middle class, so "immersed" were they in "practical life, so accustomed to take all their 

notions from this life and its processes" that they were "apt to think that truth and culture 

themselves" can be reached by the "processes of this life, and that it is an impertinent 

singularity to think of reaching them in any other" ("Essay" 531). Walter Pater also 

separated true "art" from what the general reading population aggrandized by defining the 

aesthetic critic as a person with a "certain kind of temperament, the power of being 

deeply moved by the presence of beautiful objects" (730). Oscar Wilde and the aesthetes 

subsequently touted "art for art's sake" without any consideration of audience. In the 
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same century, though, Charles Dickens, who wrote serialized installments for popular 

magazines like Braddon, disagreed, and Anthony Trollope claimed that the novelist's 

first duty was to render his meaning "without an effort to the reader" (qtd. in Booth 234). 

Current critical ideology argues that audience participation is essential to the 

actual existence of the text. Reader-response theory propounded by various semioticians 

supports the premise that the literary work itself has no "meaning," only "potential." The 

reader actualizes this "potential," filling in the gaps or blanks inherent in any text. 

Norman Holland and David Bleich, in their books--Five Readers Reading (1975) and 

Subjective Criticism ( 1978)--posit that all reading is thus a form of covert wish

fulfillment. Leslie Fiedler has specifically identified the sensation novel as an example of 

this reader response, arguing that this genre captures the principle of the best-seller, an 

art-form as full of dream and mythic literature as "any tale told over the tribal fire" (191), 

whose artistry is measured by what Wayne Booth has identified in The Rhetoric of 

Fiction as the most important facet of an author's work, whether it "communicates itself' 

(Preface n.p.). 

What Braddon's awareness of audience allows her to do quite successfully is to 

introduce her readers to dream worlds which have been denied them in real life. In the 

realistically depicted neighborhoods inside her books, she carries her readers to places 

they have never been as her characters perform feats only imagined. What James calls 

her "knowing English" ("Miss" 594) describes events like "the ways of prosecuting 

counsel at Bow Street, how lodgers bang doors, what game is shot in South Africa" 

(Bennett 23). In Ishmael, it carries readers to France, catapults them behind barricades 

during the Napoleonic coup, and introduces them concomitantly to poverty and to wealth. 

Braddon's "vital prose" (Bennett 28) masks her characters and frees them from 

societal constraints, allowing them space to roam into The Faithful Pig with Pere 

Lemoine, "that low den" where there are "men in dubious linen and sham jewelry, 

tawdry, fine audacious, whose only trade was iniquity" (1114). They attend the theater 

with Paquerette and an aristocratic masquerade ball with Ishmael and Lady Constance. 

From the violence of civil war, readers are transported to the wretched place where 

Paquerette's grandmother combs garbage for food, where "the narrow alleys which 

separate the huts ... are mere muddy channels, in which children, dogs, and swine crawl 

and grovel" (III 214). 

In their alternative space, these "veiled" characters critique subliminally a British 

society which refuses to acknowledge the presence of abject poverty or to question the 

power of an immoral ruler. Braddon also solicits her readers' aid as she subtly subverts 



outdated marriage laws and undermines man's authority in the British patriarchal 
hegemony. 
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Critics have derogated Braddon's adherence to novelistic endings which 

reestablish this patriarchal hegemony by punishing offenders and rewarding upholders of 

it. Only because she suggests rebellion and then "punishes" the "wicked people ... as 

they should be" (Oliphant 261) do her novels enjoy success in Victorian society. The 

noble and virtuous Ishmael, even though he suffers for an error in judgment, finally 

marries appropriately a woman as wise and noble as himself. Paquerette accordingly is 

redeemed from damnation by her last act of unselfishness, but still dies justly for her 

adulterous behavior. Braddon's mid-career fiction holds firmly to her abiding belief in 

pleasing her audience, and this tenet allows her to reach and teach not only "philistines" 

and women, but great artists like Dickens, Tennyson, Stevenson, and Moore. It enables 

her work to continuously "communicate" with a Victorian audience in search of "space." 

Too Much Description. Plot and Audience Identification 

Unfortunately, when Braddon's audience wins some of the freedoms for which 

she has been lobbying, and generations later forget why the subversion in her work is 

necessary, her fiction quits "communicating" and goes out of print. The description 

which becomes one of Braddon's most perfected writing techniques and which her 

sheltered Victorian audiences love appears in the twentieth century as often irrelevant and 

frequently distracting. Even Ishmael's first reviewer finds fault with too much 

background information: 

As for the story, it has the fault of beginning too early. 
The introductory chapters have undoubtedly a bearing on the 
events which follow, and state of society at the time, but it 
is to be regretted that the author should have found it necessary 
to follow her hero from his cradle. ("Ishmael" 303) 

As she is creating Paquerette's character and promoting the love interest between her and 

Ishmael, Braddon takes her heroine on a picnic with her hero. But the thrust of the 

discourse focuses on surroundings rather than people. 

She ... began to arrange her treasures--her oak-apples, and 
golden-bright toadstools, and foxgloves red and white, and 
clusters of dog-roses, and long trails of woodbine, and 
feathery fern-fronds in all the freshness of their midsummer 
green. (I 224) 
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The foods for the picnic are described in so much detail that the reader almost forgets the 
reason for the scene: 

There was a bouillon a Ia bonne femme, a consomme with poached 
eggs floating in it. . . . Then came a piece of beef boiled to rags, 
but made savory with gherkins and mustard and vinegar. After 
that followed a chapon en blanquette, creamy velvety, which was 
discussed in solemn silence, as too beautiful for words. Then came 
a dish of petit pois a Ia beurre and anon a salad. . . . (I 225) 

Frequently interruptions describing what Napoleon's government looks like or acts like 

diffuse the strength of discourse previously focused on the protagonist. Since the novel 

intends to subvert patriarchal authority at all levels, some knowledge of Napoleon's rule 

is essential, but Braddon more than once spends several pages describing details not 

essential to either character development or plot. At the beginning of Book Three, she 

moves her reader away from Ishmael and into the historic events of that year: 

Not often in the history of mankind has earth been the 
theatre of such a scene of splendour as that which glorified 
Paris in the springtide and early summer of 1867. . . . It was a 
mighty rendezvous of the powers of the civilized world, a 
gathering of crowned heads. . . . (III 7 -8) 

Before Braddon finishes detailing the meeting of the Czars, four pages of historical 

information have passed, and the reader must reacquaint him/herself with Ishmael and his 

story. 

Braddon's overabundant description abets a plot design which is imaginative and 

exciting, informed by the theater, but more "theatrical" than realistic. The "sensational" 

elements which separate her work from Zola's contribute to a narrative structure that 

more often "tells" than "shows," subordinating, as Patrick Brantlinger states, "character to 

plot" and creating a novel, like the sensational genre, in which "descriptive detail and 

setting can deduct from character" (12). Though this "telling" aspect of her work 

supports strong plot formulation, it distances Braddon from her characters. Even 

Ishmael, who may be perhaps Braddon's most convincing protagonist, feels "real" only 

sporadically. His life follows an unbelievable pattern. Beginning with his unlikely 

abdication of his father's wealth, Ishmael never quite convinces readers that what happens 

to him could really ever happen to anyone else. His true feelings of rage and passion are 

acknowledged only once, when he destroys the furniture of his wife's lover. His 

sexuality is never realized. Even Robert Wolff admits that Ishmael has a "stodginess" 



about him, and that his falling in love with Lady Constance, a woman not "entirely 

credible or agreeable," (Sensational 315) lacks logic. 

Search for Self 
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Michael Sadleir speculates that Braddon prohibits her characters from full 

psychological development as a sacrifice to the "British Puritanism" so characteristic of a 

prudish Victorian public (80). Ellen Casey too posits that "other peoples' prudery" retards 

Braddon's portrayal of consummate characters. The reader only senses that Braddon does 

not know her protagonist well, or her other players at all, and can thus describe only 

surface details about the appearance and life of Paquerette, who most surely suffers 

physical and mental abuse as a child, treatment which Braddon tells us is "harsh" (1151 ). 

Perhaps this is not just Braddon's failing, but typical of a national novelistic heritage. 

Ford Madox Ford finds this lack of realistic characterization common in the "English 

nuvvlist [sic] from Fielding to Meredith," who, he says, do not care "whether you quite 

believe in their characters or not" (89-90). Even so, Braddon's characters seem especially 

"wooden." 

Ostensibly this novel should focus on the identity crisis of the protagonist, a 

"framework" which Northrop Frye suggests as the grounding tenet for all literature (55). 

Even the title hints that this hero must not only discover his inner self, but he must decide 

whether to reappropriate his natural birthright and reclaim what has been denied him. 

Ishmael's antagonist, Paquerette, also struggles with a personal pyschosocial conflict. 

These two fictional heroes discover more in their quests for identity than previous 

counterparts in Braddon's early novels. Because of the structural emphasis on plot in her 

"sensation" fiction, the search for self in these works is often short-circuited. Patrick 

Brantlinger proposes that this genre of fiction "mimics self-revelation but points the other 

way" (22). In other words, unraveling the mystery frequently appears to consummate the 

quest for identity as it solves the crime. When Lady Audley's true "identity" is revealed, 

the reader is lulled into believing that somehow her quest for "self' has also been 

completed. 

As Bradd on moves away from purely "sensational" fiction in later work, she 

retains trappings of this narrative form, frequently inserting mystery into her novels, 

which when disclosed, forces Braddon's protagonists, like Isabel Sleaford, in The 

Doctor's Wife, to grow up "all at once" (Ill 4). 

Similarly, in Ishmael, the intrigue which surrounds Paquerette's lineage, when 

unraveled, explains her final noble gesture of sacrifice as it convinces the reader that, 
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because her father came from aristocratic stock, she possesses innate understanding of the 

theory of noblesse oblige. Even though she grows up in abject poverty, this intuitive 

noble sense suddenly overcomes her baser instincts, and thus concludes her search for 

self in a timely manner just before her death. The imitation of completeness masks 

Paquerette's short-circuited quest. Her husband wonders why "so fair a flower should 

have come from so foul a seed" (III 47), and the epiphanous revelation of her progenitor's 

class offers a plausible explanation for her behavior in lieu of Paquerette's abridged 
mqmry. 

Paquerette's husband, conversely, purposely sheds his original identity as the 

novel traces his steps toward reclamation. No mystery surrounds his birthright, but his 

quest to "find himself" is not really a true search. For Ishmael begins nobly and ends that 

way, growing only in life experience, with no significant differences between his young 

self and his older, more mature one. As a young man in Paris, he is "sober where other 

men were given to drink"; he is "earnest, patient, industrious, ambitious" (1107)). He 

remains constant, described by even his foes as a "brave man as well as a good man" (III 

207). He refuses to remarry even though his wife elopes with another man and 

disappears for several years, and he establishes a home for wayward and unwanted 

children. In fact, the only error which Ishmael ever makes occurs when his pity for 

Paquerette overwhelms his good judgment, and he marries her. 

Even though he thus shows human fallibility, Ishmael's "self" is not enhanced by 

his experience. For throughout the novel, he consistently derogates those who do not 

follow his "truths" about how noble people should act, including his mother, whom he 

labels a "sinner, lost on earth" (I 97), his co-workers, whom he describes as "unholy, 

devilish" (1103), and his wife, whom he sees as "foolish" and "ignorant" (III 274), both 

while he is married to her and even after she risks her life for him. 

Ishmael is presented with opportunities to grow, but his search for self denies any 

modification of his identity. As a child, he eats with the servants in the kitchen, 

acquainting him with various lifestyles. Similarly, when he first moves to Paris, stripped 

of his original identity, "with nothing to look at but labour to win him a place in the 

world," he is "ready to exalt the nobility of labour, to assert the rights of the working 

man" (I 1 05). Ultimately, however, Ishmael undergoes no change, and he forgets or 

ignores these experiences as he lectures working men later about the value of the "master

mind," the capitalist who "takes gigantic risks and works harder than any of his men" (III 

43). 



So while Braddon short-circuits Paquerette's search for self, she does not really 

ever engage Ishmael in one. What he encounters is not an identity crisis, but various 

ways to reinforce his belief that he is always right. In a true Bildungsroman , the hero 

exhibits finally some character growth. While this novel promises that, it never quite 
fulfills its pledge. 

Commanding Centre 
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The "telling" quality of Ishmael's narrative ideology, what Devonshire isolates in 

Braddon's early fiction as working "from the outside in" (151), pleases an audience which 

Jonathan Loesberg believes was one that demanded thematic indeterminacy, or 

"nonseriousness" (118) from works that directly confronted the ambivalent notions of 

whether class fear was a real "truth." In Ishmael. Braddon's treatment of this subject is 

more extensive than in any of her earlier work. "Veiled" characters cross class boundary 

lines to marry, to divorce, to work, to play, to live, and to die. But the thematic 

significance of this cultural phenomenon remains "veiled" just like the character. 

While it attempts to avoid the nonseriousness of its predecessors, Ishmael does 

not escape totally their forced thematic indeterminacy, providing as it does theatrical cues 

in a "telling" environment in order to stimulate emotional response "instead of," not in 

addition to, some sort of analysis and personal growth. What one critic says of East 

Lynne, an early sensational novel by Mrs. Henry Wood, retains significance in relation to 

Ishmael: 

Most serious novels stimulate thought; they may force readers to 
face unpleasant truths about human nature. Popular fiction provides 
emotional indulgence; it avoids analysis and lets readers escape from the 
tensions that grow out of social conditions or their own nature. East 
Lynne remains a consummate popular fiction. (Mitchell xviii) 

Likewise, Ishmael retains attributes of this same fictional genre, remaining unspecific 

about how much the shifting of class affects the novel's outcome, allowing readers to feel 

joy and sorrow more as a direct result of plot sequence than of identification with either 

the protagonist or the society in which he lives. 

The book thus lacks what Henry James calls a "commanding centre," the "point of 

command" which sets the work at equilibrium. 

From this centre the subject has been treated, from this centre 
the interest has spread, and so, whatever else it may do or not do, 
the thing has acknowledged a principle of composition and contrives 
at least to hang together. (Art 15) 
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For James, the "centre" varies from one character's consciousness of another to the 

relationship between three characters to pieces of furniture. From the "centre," the "prick 

of inoculation," the work is infected with the "whole of the virus" (121), as the writer 

selectively describes the "lacerated lump of life" (120) selected for artistic study. 

Frequently the first clue to the "centre" is reflected in the title of the book, and this 

novel does indeed follow events in its central character's life. But the specific significant 

events upon which the reader should focus are not isolated as the text tries to be all

inclusive, suggesting several major authorial thematic emphases. Thus, Braddon's 

"centre" in Ishmael is dispersed. Not only does class fear permeate the narrative 

structure, but also gender distrust and the power of individual will vie for thematic 

supremacy in a novel manifesting a potentially unified story line, but cluttered with 

detracting rhetoric and secondary plot sequences which ultimately confuse the reader and 

thwart any attempt by the author to intensify her narrative illusion. 

More than once the narrator inserts rhetoric unconnected with story just for the 

reader's moral edification. She notes that Paquerette "would have been better off at the 

hospital for nameless children than she was in that ground-floor den in the rue 

Sombreuil" (1153). She deprecates "strong drink" as the "curse of great cities" (1189) 

and as "liquid fire" (1255). Frequently she stereotypes the Parisian multitudes as lazy 

and uninterested even in their own welfare: 

On the boulevards, at the Bourse, among the loung~rs and 
saunterers in broadcloth and fine linen, the coup d'Etat was 
taken lightly. . . . There is a large class in Paris which regards 
politics as a kind of joke ... a very large class who would as 
soon serve Peter as Paul, provided trade be brisk, and the 
favourite theatre subsidized, the chosen haunts of the gandin 
and the Iorette maintained in all their agreeableness at the public 
cost. (I 273) 

Braddon also interjects, in addition to the main story line centering on Ishmael and 

Paquerette, a secondary one focusing on the current leadership of France. Historical 

personages such as the Bourbon kings, Napoleon, and Victor Hugo take commanding 

roles in this subplot. Braddon's fictional interpretation of the French poet Gerard de 

Nerval is introduced in her characterization of Hector de V alnois, the poet with whom 

Paquerette elopes. This becomes a second subplot. Both of these story lines bear some 

significance to the central one. But Braddon overloads the work and stresses its unity 

with too much attention to this marginal discourse. The De Valnois sub-plot, in fact, 

ends the work, after Ishmael's fictional journey is complete. 
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Wayne Booth posits that the use of rhetoric is unavoidable in any novel, and even 

discourse which claims to be free of polemic "moralizes." So the fact that Braddon uses 

rhetorical comment is definitely not inherently "inartistic." He notes that even untalented 

writers can be taught how to write a story free of direct authorial intrusion. But this fact 

does not guarantee that they have learned to write good fiction. He speculates that 

What they have yet to learn ... is the art of choosing what 
to dramatize fully and what to curtail, what to summarize 
and what to heighten. And, like any art, this one cannot be 
learned from abstract rules. (64) 

Ishmael suffers from precisely what Booth pinpoints: too much attention to detail and not 

enough to main structure or "commanding centre." Either Braddon can not decide where 

her focus should be in this work, or she does not effectively eliminate unnecessary 

"extras." 

Universality 

Sara Putzell, in an article comparing George Eliot's Daniel Deronda with 

Braddon's work, quotes Henry James' earlier reference to Deronda as a novel containing a 

"large conception of what one may do in a novel" which "Wilke Collins and Miss 

Braddon would not have thought of" (14). Putzell goes on to detail how Eliot combines 

"two apparently antithetical modes of fiction" (14), the religious school and the 

sensational one. But Putzell gives Braddon credit for having included religious elements 

in her work, Strangers and Pilgrims, published in 1873, shortly before Deronda, thus 

outfitting for Eliot "this vehicle for her ideas from the store of her less distinguished but 

far more popular contemporary" (15). That James fails to recognize the "large 

conception" in Braddon's work as well as Eliot's, highlights by his omission an intangible 

which Braddon can never quite grasp, even though her ideas and form are often literary 

forerunners. 

Eliot is able to give her book the "largeness" with which James also credits Zola's 

novel, L'Assommoir, a work "we feel as epic" (Notes 56). That Braddon's work does not 

manifest the same epic qualities which James finds in Eliot's and Zola's, even though she 

envisions the "conception" with which he credits Eliot and practices the "scientific 

application" of Zola, returns us again to Booth's postulate about what the artist cannot 

"learn" from abstract rules. 

Ishmael even "feels" epic. The discourse revolves around a nation torn by war in 

turbulent times, and the hero is intimately involved with the upheaval. What Patrick 
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Brantlinger notes about Wilke Collins' The Moonstone, published in 1868, is applicable 

to Ishmael; that is, that the novel has an "approximation to fullness and seriousness." 

It is a big novel, with many characters, with an unusual 
narrative structure, and with an intricate plot. ... But it is a 
big novel with a hole in the middle. . . . (22) 

The "hole" is the universality of the work, the fact that what is said in the novel cannot be 

applied to the community in general, but remains relevant only to the players in the novel. 

Unlike Dickens' Bleak House, which is also a big novel, with many characters, and with a 

mystery, but one which transcends the book's pages as it implicates society at large in the 

"all-engulfing Chancery suit" (Brantlinger 22), Ishmael fails to communicate society's 

involvement in Paquerette' poverty and abuse or in Hector de Valnois' suicide. 

Consequently, although readers are moved to feel pity for Paquerette and 

admiration for Ishmael, these emotions remain detached. When Eliot says at the end of 

Middlemarch that "there is no creature whose inward being is so strong that it is not 

greatly determined by what lies outside it" (896), audiences feel that this is a "truth" 

because this author has identified her heroine's "spirit," which has been affected by 

outside influence, in them. Conversely, when Braddon's heroine confirms that outside 

influence did indeed ruin her life, as she notes that "foolish people praised me, my head 

was turned" (Ill 281), the same "truth" does not seem applicable to audience participants 

because Braddon has not isolated Paquerette's weakness as their own. Likewise, Ishmael 

remains an androgynous ideal, for although he "redeemed the fortunes of this race, and 

won renown for the name of his forefathers" (III 295), that goal has not been translated 

into an attainable pursuit for the readers of this novel. 

Conclusion 

Ishmael stands correctly placed by Robert Wolff as one of Braddon's 

masterpieces. She incorporates in this work literary elements of style which she had 

practiced for twenty years and very nearly perfected. Her detailed descriptive passages 

and imaginative plot design pleased a nineteenth-century public which fed upon novels as 

a twentieth-century public feeds upon movies. Like her fictional creation, Sigismund 

Smith, Braddon sells her "imagination" (Doctor's I 55). 

Never totally abandoning her "sensational" style, even when, like Sigismund, she 

abandons "the penny public to court the favour of the circulating-library subscribers" 

(Lady's 14 ), Braddon sublimates character to plot in Ishmael, leaving the hero and 

heroine in this novel undeveloped, short-circuited in their searches for identity. 
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Consequently, this work does not effectively convey universally accepted "truths" in a 

convincing manner. Although it "feels" epic, and seems to have the grand scope and 

swarming characters of Zola's work, Ishmael cannot be lauded as James praised that text: 

" · · · such a piece of 'doing' ... as could only shut our mouths" (Notes 64). 

What Ishmael does do effectively is to liberate the thinking of other writers and 

the public, pleasing them immensely as it subliminally pictures a disguised, not-so

perfect Victorian society which, at this period in history, has very little tolerance for 

outright criticism. It questions marriage laws as it suggests new, scientific theories of 

behavior. As Ishmael introduces the methodology of a writer considered immoral by the 

British patriarchy, the novel effectively subverts the "one truth" hypothesis supported by 

this government. Later works, like The Venetians and The Infidel, continue to question 

women's marginalized role and the "fatherly" institutions (government and church) which 

foster gender stereotyping. These works, like Ishmael, do not successfully resolve their 

protagonists' identity crises, nor do they focus successfully around "commanding 

centres." But they remain significant offerings to the body of work by nineteenth

century women writers fighting for a foothold in territory traditionally regarded as male. 

Ishmael merits further study, then, because of its subtle underpinnings. Chief 

among those subtleties is the relationship between the intriguing hero of this text and his 

author. Deserving additional attention also is what Christine Devonshire isolates as a 

telling feature of Braddon's early work, the lack of mother figures, which is applicable to 

Ishmael as well and to much of Braddon's later fiction. Braddon's ambivalent attitude 

toward effeminate men, which Wolff has suggested is thematically relevant to much of 

her canon, and manifests itself in her picture of de Valnois in Ishmael, similarly suggests 

additional critique. 

When asked by a friend whether he ever wishes to be remembered as a "great" 

author, Sigismund Smith replies, "Who would not wish to be great? Do you think I 

wouldn't rather be the author of the Vicar of Wakefield than of Colonel Montefiasco ?" 

He then goes on to explain how he "could write the Vicar of Wakefield. too; but ... not 

Oliver Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield" (1102). One cannot help but believe that Mary 

Elizabeth Braddon feels that she has the power to write "great" works in the manner of 

the masters, but chooses instead to please her circulating-library public, a public which, 

according to George Eliot, demands no "high standard" from its women writers ("Silly" 

323). In doing so, she pleases herself, as her novels of escape and empowerment, 

particularly for women, undoubtedly have the same effect on their author. 
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As twentieth-century marginalized groups fight for their "space" in a still 

hypocritical society which professes true "liberation" for all but practices instead 

selective freedom just like the Victorians, Braddon's work communicates as effectively as 

ever, but only to those who can, like her audience, read around the artistic flaws and 

between the lines. Even Robert Wolff, who chastises critics for missing Braddon's 

points, misses the subversive nature of her work himself. She is more than "versatile, 

observant, satirical, both humorous and witty, sophisticated, and full of shrewd common 

sense" (Wolff Sensational9). Mary Braddon is a woman, a prototype of the marginalized 

individual who gains a voice through the only means available and speaks in soft 

whispers about her dreams and desire for change. 
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